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BDO Leasing and Finance, Inc. is a subsidiary of BDO Unibank and has 

established a sterling track record of service and innovation in leasing and 

finance industry. It is recognized leader in the market it serves. Its market 

leadership is further proven by its consistent excellent financial results, as 

well as, a continuously growing client base.

Capitalizing on the Unibank’s extensive market reach and its wide product 

range, the Company continued to be among the industry’s dominant 

players in terms of total assets, capitalization and profitability. Net Income 

reached P402.3 million in 2012, while total loans and leasing portfolio 

levels reached P18.5 billion attributable to intensified marketing effort 

and expedient loan processing.

The Company also continued to have the highest approved ceiling for 

short term commercial papers (STCP) in the financing industry, particularly 

with the recent approval by the Securities and Exchange Commission to 

increase its STCP license to P15.0 billion. Further, the Philippine Ratings 

Services Corp. (PhilRatings) assigned a PRS 2 minus rating to this STCP 

issuance reflecting the Company’s strong capability for payment of the 

commercial paper issue on both interest and principal. 

The BDO brand not only strengthened the Company’s position in 

the industry but also revolutionized its capability to meet new sets of 

challenges and expectations. 

FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTSCORPORATE PROFILE FOR THE YEAR 2012 2011 2010

 Gross Income 1,761.5 1,638.3 2,038.0 

 Total Expenses 1,246.6 1,253.8 1,629.4 

 Total Tax 112.6 80.8 99.9 

 Net Income 402.3 303.7 308.7 

 Basic Earnings Per Share 0.19 0.14 0.14

AT YEAR END

 Total Assets 20,735.5 15,288.4 13,010.7 

 Loans & Other Receivable-Net 17,245.0 11,953.0 9,142.7 

 Equity 4,634.3 4,565.8 4,335.1

Gross Income
Millions of Pesos
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Basic Earnings Per Share
Millions of Pesos
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Total Expenses
Millions of Pesos
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Total Assets
Millions of Pesos

2012 Php20,735.5
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Total Tax
Millions of Pesos

2012 Php112.6
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Loans & Other Receivable-Net
Millions of Pesos

2012 Php17,245.0
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Net Income
Millions of Pesos

2012 Php402.3
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Equity
Millions of Pesos
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MESSAGE FROM THE 
CHAIRPERSON AND VICE 
CHAIRMAN

“We were able to achieve 
this growth because of our 
continued capacity build-
up through the expansion 
of our presence in 
key areas.”

To our valued shareholders,  

2012 ushered a good growth story for BDO Leasing and Finance, Inc. 

(BDOLF) as the better economic environment prompted expansion of 

major industry sectors. 

The company benefited from the increased capital expenditures of 

its existing and new clients in the construction, mining, transport 

and logistics, and healthcare sectors, thus resulting to an 18 percent       

gain in lease and loan portfolio at the end of the year. 

We were able to achieve this growth because of our continued 

capacity build-up through the expansion of our presence in key areas, 

most especially in the provinces where leasing business opportunities 

are flourishing. 

Most importantly, the company remained inventive in terms of 

products and service offerings, making them more appropriate to 

customers’ needs. 

 

BDOLF is poised to capitalize on expectation that the local economy 

will sustain its good performance in 2013 by highlighting the value 

proposition specific to the requirements of various customers. 

Our clients are already experiencing a boost in business due to the 

country’s strong economic fundamentals and we will continue to 

remain their partner in progress. 

Our gratitude to the management and staff for their collective efforts 

and the members of the board for their sustained support and trust in 

the Company. 

Sincerely, 

Teresita T. Sy

Chairperson

Roberto E. Lapid

Vice Chairman   
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MESSAGE FROM THE
PRESIDENT

“We envision your 
Company as a self-
sustaining leasing firm, yet 
continuously working in 
synergy with our 
parent firm.”

Dear shareholders,

Your Company had an encouraging year in 2012. As the economy grew, 

so did demand for capital equipment and other services. BDO Leasing and 

Finance capitalized on this need as growth came from key industries such as 

construction, mining, medical, transport and logistics.

Net income for the year reached P 402 million or 32 percent higher compared 

to its 2011 earnings performance of P304 million. Lease and loan portfolio 

increased by 18 percent, while assets were up to 16 percent at year end.

Metro Manila clients cornered bulk of the lease bookings. However, noticeable 

gains were also seen from the provinces, particularly progressive cities such as 

Pampanga, Pangasinan, Cavite, Cagayan de Oro and Davao.

With the economy seen to expand over six percent in 2013 on the back 

of strong domestic consumption and improved regional conditions, your 

Company is expected to continue benefiting from this momentum.

Existing clients are projected to show a repeat of strong performance 

in the coming year, so are contractors and sub-contractors riding on the 

government’s infrastructure and Public Private Partnership (PPP) projects, 

a number of which had already taken off. There are as well, quite a number 

of financing equipment requirements from private development projects 

capitalizing on the sustained growth in key sectors such as business process 

outsource, tourism, and Overseas Filipino Workers (OFW) remittances. 

That is why for 2013, we see another double-digit growth in our lease and  

loan portfolio.

BDOLF will likewise continue with its vendor collaboration and direct client 

selling in the key industries mentioned while at the same time, secure cheapest 

source of funds within the company’s mandated scope.

We envision your Company as a self-sustaining lease firm, yet continuously 

working in synergy with our parent firm, BDO Unibank. We wish to be that 

“go-to” company which start-ups and small and medium enterprises (SME) 

can do business with, as well as that reliable partner which established market 

players can always count on. The key to our continued growth is spotting the 

right clientele given the current mature market.

In the end, it is really our commitment to people and our customers that will 

ensure  our stakeholders’ progress.

Very truly yours,

Georgiana A. Gamboa

President
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CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE
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fairness, integrity, transparency and performance. The 

accountable to its stakeholders for their actions guided by 

respect for the rights of the minority shareholders, integrity in 

everything it does, and transparency in all its dealings. 

Ultimately, having the highest governing standards embedded 

in its corporate way of life breeds well-motivated people with 

the right attitude and ethical behavior leading to excellent 

business performance. 

How the Company practices good corporate governance is 

The following sets forth the attendance of the Board for the calendar year 

January to December 2012: 

*Mr. Luis S. Reyes Jr. was elected to the Board on April 18, 2012.
**Gerard Lee B. Co, Antonio A. Henson, Evelyn L. Villanueva, and Edmundo L. 
Tan resigned effective October 31, 2012 due to the reduced number of
Board of Directors from 15 to 11 as approved by SEC on October 5, 2012.

Board Committees

mandates as follows:  

1. Executive Committee

Chairperson:  Teresita T. Sy

Members: Antonio N. Cotoco; Georgiana A. Gamboa; Roberto E. Lapid; 

Nestor V. Tan and Walter C. Wassmer. 

The Executive Committee acts on behalf of the Board as the main 

of credit proposals, investments, disposal of acquired assets and other 

projects or initiatives to enhance the Company’s operating and service 

delivery capabilities. 

In 2012, the committee met 

at least once a week, of which 

attendance from all the members 

ranged from 73% to 90%.

2. Audit Committee

Chairperson:  Ma. Leonora V. De 

Jesus (Independent Director) 

Members:  Jesse H.T. Andres 

(Independent Director) and Jesus 

G. Tirona (Independent Director)

The Audit Committee provides 

oversight of the internal and 

external audit functions and 

ensures both the independence 

from management of internal 

audit activities as well as the 

compliance with the regulations 

governing accounting standards 

on financial reporting. It 

approves the annual audit plan, 

the annual audited financial 

statements, and the analysis of 

quarterly results of operations 

as submitted by the Internal 

and External Auditor. It also 

evaluates strategic issues 

relating to plans and policies, 

financial and system controls, 

and methods of operation for 

adequacy and improvements. 

The committee met twelve 

(12) times in 2012 with Ms. De 

Jesus,  Atty. Andres attending all 

meetings and Mr. Tirona present 

in eleven (11) meetings.

THE STRUCTURE

• Board of Directors

It is composed of eleven (11) 

members, three of whom are 

independent directors, and 

complemented by an advisory 

board. All are professionals 

from various fields of expertise 

such as lease financing, banking, 

law, accounting, merchandise 

marketing, bank regulation 

and development finance/ 

international lending.

The Board is collectively 

responsible for the long-

term shareholder value of 

the institution and has the 

responsibility to approve, oversee 

and review the implementation 

of strategic objectives; financial 

plans and annual budgets; key 

operational initiatives; major 

funding and investment proposals; 

compliance and accountability 

systems; enterprise risk strategy 

and financial performance 

reviews to ensure the continued 

success of the organization. 

Of equal importance is its task 

to implement good corporate 

governance cascaded down to the 

management and employees. It 

ensures that the Organization is 

being run in a sound and prudent 

manner to fulfill its obligations 

to all majority and minority 

shareholders while upholding 

and protecting the interests of 

different constituencies. 

The Board holds regular monthly 

meetings in addition to special 

meetings as needed. In 2012, 

it met 15 times to evaluate and 

approve various matters related 

to the Company’s operations. 

Teresita T. Sy Chairperson 12 

Roberto E. Lapid Vice Chairman 15

Georgiana A. Gamboa Director and President 14

Jesse H.T.Andres Independent Director 14

Antonio N. Cotoco Director 11

Ma. Leonora V. De Jesus Independent Director 14

Luis S. Reyes Jr.* Director 08

Nestor V. Tan Director 12

Jesus G. Tirona Independent Director 14

Exequiel P. Villacorta Jr. Director 15

Walter C. Wassmer Director 14

Gerard Lee B. Co** Director 04

Antonio A. Henson** Director 10

Edmundo L. Tan** Director 13

Evelyn L. Villanueva** Director 12

Name of Director Position

No. of meetings 
attended 

(15 meetings held)
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Corporate Governance 

Committee

Chairman: Jesus G. Tirona 

(Independent Director)

Members: Jesse H.T. Andres 

(Independent Director); Antonio 

N. Cotoco and Ma. Leonora V. De 

Jesus (Independent Director).

The Corporate Governance 

Committee is primarily tasked to 

assist the Board in formulating 

the policies and overseeing 

the implementation of the 

corporate governance practices 

of the Company and its subsidiary.  

Annually, it conducts the 

performance self-evaluation of the 

Board of Directors, its committees, 

executive management and peer 

evaluation of directors. It also 

oversees the implementation of 

the Directors Orientation and 

Continuing Education Policy.

In 2012, an annual performance 

review of the Board as a whole, 

the Committees, individual 

directors and senior management 

was conducted using enhanced 

assessment questionnaires to 

measure their effectiveness. The 

Committee ensures compliance 

to the BDO Unibank Group 

Governance Oversight Framework. 

Likewise, the education 

program focusing on effective 

risk governance for the Board 

was conducted.

The Committee met five (5) times in 

2012 with Mr. Tirona, Ms. De Jesus 

and Atty. Andres attending all 

meetings and Mr. Cotoco present 

in four (4) meetings.

3. Nominations Committee

Chairman: Jesse H.T. Andres 

(Independent Director).

Members: Antonio N. Cotoco 

and Ma. Leonora V. De Jesus 

(Independent Director)

The Nominations Committee 

leads the process for identifying 

and recommending candidates 

for appointment as Directors 

and for other key positions giving 

full consideration to succession 

planning and the leadership needs 

of the Company.  It recommends 

the composition and chairmanship 

of the various committees.  It 

reviews the structure, size and 

composition of the Board, including 

the balance of skills, knowledge and 

experience and the independence 

of the non-executive Directors, and 

recommends changes if necessary. 

The Committee met twice in 2012 

with all members in attendance. 

4. Risk Management Committee

Chairman:  Nestor V. Tan  

Members: Antonio N. Cotoco; 

Georgiana A. Gamboa* and 

Roberto E. Lapid

The Risk Management Committee 

is responsible for the development 

of the Company’s risk policies, 

defines the appropriate strategies 

for identifying, quantifying, 

managing and controlling risk 

exposures including preventing 

and/or minimizing the impact of 

losses when they occur.  It oversees 

the implementation and review of 

the risk management plan on an 

integrated enterprise-wide basis, 

system of limits of management’s 

discretionary authority delegated 

by the Board and takes immediate 

corrective actions when 

breached. It is also responsible 

for reassessing the continued 

relevance, comprehensiveness 

and effectiveness of the risk 

management plan, and revises it 

when needed. 

The Committee had four (4) 

meetings in 2012 with Mr. Tan, Mr. 

Cotoco and Mr. Lapid attending all 

meetings and Ms. Gamboa present 

in three (3) meetings.

*Ms. Gamboa was elected to the Risk 
Management committee as member 
on April 18, 2012.

•	 INDEPENDENT CHECKS & 

BALANCES

The Company supports the 

principle and regulatory mandate of 

independent checks and balances 

in the institution as follows:

Internal Audit

Under the direct supervision of 

the Board Audit Committee, the 

Internal Audit Division conducts 

independent assessment of 

adequacy and effectiveness of 

internal controls, risk management 

and governance processes of 

all units of the bank including 

subsidiaries and affiliates.  It 

monitors also the resolution of 

internal control weaknesses noted 

during the examination with the 

end view of mitigating risks and 

strengthening of the control 

environment. Its closing report 

for 2012 highlighted that existing 

controls, risk management and 

governance processes in BDOLF is 

generally adequate. 

External Audit

Punongbayan and Araullo was 

reappointed External Auditors of 

the Company at the last Annual 

Stockholders Meeting on April 18, 

2012. It presented an audit plan 

to the Board Audit Committee, 

performed audit risk assessment, 

conducted an independent 

audit of the Group’s financial 

statements, rendered an opinion 

and reported the results of the 

audit to management, the Board 

of Directors and stockholders.  In 

addition, it reviewed the internal 

audit work and compliance 

with accounting standards and 

regulatory requirements.

Compliance and Anti-Money 

Laundering

The Company has a robust 

compliance program focused on 

enforcement of the Corporate 

Governance Manual, Code of 

Conduct, Personal Trading Policy 

and other regulatory requirements.  

Reporting directly to the Board 

Audit Committee, the Compliance 

Office ensures timely submission 

of reports, issues advisories on 

new regulations or amendments, 

initiates policy pronouncements 

and implementation, engages 

regulators on their onsite and 

offsite reviews, provides training 

to employees and reports on 

significant compliance issues to the 

management and the Board.

The Compliance Unit also 

handles the administration of the 

Company’s compliance with Anti-

Money Laundering Act (AMLA) 

and its implementing rules and 

regulations; and adherence to 

Know Your Client (KYC) policies, 

monitoring and reporting of 

transactions and the conduct of 

AML training. The Parent’s Bank 

Anti-Money Laundering Unit 

provides oversight to ensure 

compliance with AML rules 

and regulations.

•	 CODE OF BUSINESS 

CONDUCT & ETHICS

The Company institutionalizes the 

highest ethical standards through 

the strict implementation of the 

BDO Unibank Code of Conduct 

that outlines the principles and 

policies governing the activities 

of the institution, its directors, 

officers and employees.

Personal Trading Policy 

It is in place to regulate buying and 

selling of shares by all directors, 

officers and employees of both the 

BDO Unibank and the Company to 

ensure that material, non-public, 

price-sensitive information on 

shares being traded are not being 

used for personal gain. This is to 

eliminate the possibility, or even 

the appearance, of insider trading.

Dealing with External 

Constituencies

The Code specifies the fair 

treatment of customers, suppliers, 

service providers, creditors, 
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business partners and even 

competitors.  It prohibits the 

acceptance, directly or indirectly, 

of gifts and access to certain 

transactions or information where 

there may exist potential conflict 

of interest.

Related Party Transactions

To maintain transparency of related 

party transactions between and 

among the Company, its Parent 

Bank and its subsidiaries, affiliated 

companies, directors, officers, 

stockholders, related interests 

(DOSRI), the Company complies 

fully with the legal and regulatory 

requirements pertaining to the 

proper approval and disclosure of 

such transactions.

Policies and procedures have been 

put in place to manage potential 

conflicts of interest arising from 

related party transactions such as 

credit accommodations, products 

or services extended by the 

Company to directors or officers 

in their personal capacity or to 

their company.  The Executive 

Committee approves them.  These 

transactions are then elevated to 

the Board for independent review 

and confirmation.  All directors 

except the interested party 

could scrutinize the details of the 

transactions to ensure that these 

are done on an arms-length basis 

and in accordance with regulations. 

The details of the deliberations are 

included in the minutes of the Board 

meeting. Approved related party 

transactions are properly tagged 

for monitoring and reporting 

of exposures.  

in accordance with law.  To this 

end, it has put in place various 

practices for the convenience of 

shareholders to exercise their 

rights such as announcing in 

advance the venue, date, time and 

agenda of the annual meeting, 

explanation of each agenda item 

requiring shareholders’ approval, 

method of voting and disclosure 

of voting results. It also recognizes 

the need for accurate and updated 

information of the Company’s 

financial condition and all matters 

affecting the Company by 

appropriate timely disclosures in 

the corporate website, regulators, 

annual reports and announcements. 

Shareholders could request 

relevant information from the 

Corporate Secretary or Investor 

Relations Unit through the contact 

details provided in the Company’s 

official website www.bdo.com.ph. 

/business/leasing-financing. 

The Annual Stockholders Meeting 

was held on April 18, 2012 and 

was attended by the Board 

Chair, President, all directors 

and chairmen of various board 

committees. The shareholders 

were allowed to cast their votes 

on each director and on each 

agenda item presented to them 

for approval.  They were also 

given the opportunity to ask 

questions, express opinions and 

make suggestions on various 

issues as provided for in the 

minutes of last year’s Annual 

Stockholders’ Meeting. 

Investors

Investor Relations (IR) is a key 

component of the Company’s 

corporate governance framework, 

promoting transparency and active 

engagement with investors and 

analysts, as well as with Board 

members and key management. 

To the investment community, 

IR articulates BDOLF’s strategic 

directions as well as updates to 

investors and analysts on the 

Company’s financial performance 

and other major developments. 

Investor updates are carried out 

through  posting of disclosures at 

the Company’s and Philippine Stock 

Exchange’s (PSE) website. This 

ensures continuing access to both 

strategic and financial information 

about BDOLF.

To Board members and key 

management, IR shares reports 

from analysts and feedback 

from investors for a better 

appreciation of external views 

regarding the Company.      

Shareholders

BDOLF adopts a pro-active 

relationship with its stockholders 

by directly addressing their 

concerns and queries. The 

Company directly liaises with its 

stock transfer agent on matters 

relating to stockholders’ claims 

for cash dividends, updating of 

contact information and requests 

for documents and/or information 

regarding their stockholdings.

Declaration of cash/stock 

dividends is approved by the 

Board of Directors and is 

immediately disclosed with 

the PSE and the Securities and 

Exchange Commission (SEC). This 

Responsibility to  BDO Unibank 

and Company

The Code enjoins anybody who 

becomes aware of any violations of 

law, regulations or policies to report 

his suspicions to his superiors or 

to any of the designated office 

or individuals.

 

•	 ENTERPRISE RISK 

MANAGEMENT

Risk management at BDOLF 

begins at the highest level of the 

institution. At the helm is the Board 

of Directors who is responsible 

for establishing and maintaining a 

sound risk management system.  It 

assumes oversight over the entire 

risk management process and takes 

appropriate action as necessary.

The business objective is to 

adequately and consistently 

evaluate, manage, control, and 

monitor the risk profile of the 

Company to optimize the risk-

reward balance and maximize 

return on capital.

The Company uses an integrated 

risk management framework  to 

address the risks it faces in its 

financing activities particularly 

credit, market, business cycle and 

operational risks.  

•	 STAKEHOLDERS’ INTERESTS

Rights and Equitable Treatment of 

Shareholders

The Company respects the 

inherent rights of shareholders 

disclosure is readily available at 

the websites of the PSE and the 

SEC, as well as of the Company. 

During the Annual Stockholders’ 

Meeting, the President reports 

to the Stockholders the financial 

performance of the Company 

for the year.  In addition, the 

Company files with the PSE and 

SEC quarterly reports on its 

financial performance.

Customers 

Our clients provide the Company 

the business for which BDOLF 

is thankful. The Company is 

committed to meet their needs by 

providing them with high quality 

customer service and relevant 

products and services. The 

Company maintained its network of 

branches in key areas nationwide. 

This is supported by modern 

technology, IT infrastructure, 

efficient systems and processes 

and a well functioning Customer 

Contact Center that manages and 

resolves customer complaints. 

The Company is managed by 

seasoned executives and manned 

by well-trained and knowledgeable 

officers and staff imbibed with 

the BDO Group’s “We Find Ways” 

service philosophy.

Other Creditors, Counterparties 

and Suppliers

The Company is committed to meet 

its contractual obligations with all 

creditors and counterparties. It has 

established appropriate policies 

that govern the accreditation, 

selection, bidding and 

approval processes.  
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In the conduct of its business 

dealings, the Company undertakes 

to honor all binding trade related 

agreements and conditions on 

the basis of widely accepted 

industry practices, mutual 

understanding and cooperation 

with counterparties. 

Employees 

The Company equally gives 

importance to the betterment 

of its employees from the new 

hirees, regular officers and staff, 

to senior management and the 

board of directors. It continues to 

hold training programs covering 

management development, product 

orientations, compliance training 

(updates on Regulatory Compliance, 

Anti-Money Laundering and 

Corporate Governance) and 

behavioral  courses. 

All new directors who joined 

the Board were also required to 

undergo an orientation program 

to familiarize them on their 

statutory/fiduciary roles and 

responsibilities in the Board and 

Committees, the Company’s 

strategic plans, enterprise risks, 

group structures, business 

activities, compliance programs, 

Code of Business Conduct and 

Ethics, Personal Trading Policy and 

Corporate Governance Manual.  

As required by the Bangko Sentral 

ng Pilipinas, the new directors also 

need to complete the Corporate 

Governance Course. 

All directors were also encouraged 

to participate in the continuing 

education programs conducted by 

the Bank to promote efficiency. 

In 2012, Board members of the 

Company and  senior officers 

attended the training on Effective 

Risk Governance conducted by 

Ernst & Young. 

The Company also provides 

free healthcare benefits and its 

employees enjoys access to use 

Parent Bank’s  health facilities such 

as a fitness center and five medical 

clinics manned by occupational 

health practitioners.  In 2012, the 

Company participated in the Parent 

Bank’s Human Resources Group 

various health and safety programs 

that included 20 corporate 

wellness lectures on various 

medical topics, basic life support 

training, evacuation and fire drill, 

preventive medical (vaccination) 

program, sports activities and 

a fun run participated in by 

4,000 employees.

Society, Community and the 

Environment

Recognizing its role in social 

development, the Company, with 

the active involvement of its 

employees, instituted socio-civic 

programs thru active participation 

to various BDO Foundation 

Inc. initiatives geared towards 

empowerment of marginalized 

communities and promoting 

environmental protection. The 

Foundation which is 100% owned 

by BDOLF’s Parent Bank  has 

partnered with several non-

government organizations to 

provide decent home dwellings 

to indigent families, fund raising 

and resettlement site for typhoon 

victims, livelihood projects and 

continued advocacy on energy 

efficiency and water conservation. 

Last January 14, 2012, the 

Company participated in the 

“BDO Greens NLEX_SCTEX” 

trees along NLEX Mexico,  

Pampanga Interchange. 

             

TRANSPARENCY AND 

DISCLOSURES

The Company is fully committed 

to provide its investors and other 

stakeholders full transparency 

and timely information disclosures 

through filings with the SEC and 

the PSE, as found in the following: 

• General Information 

Sheet (GIS)

• Definitive Information 

Statement (DIS)

• SEC Form 17-A

• Audited Financial 

Statements (AFS)

Required disclosures relating to:

 

• Financial information is 

stated in the AFS and 

the DIS

• Shareholder matters are 

provided in the DIS

• Executive compensation 

policy is stated in the DIS

• Directors’ fees are found in 

the DIS 

• Corporate actions, among 

others, are provided in the 

PSE official website www.

pse.com.ph 

To ensure an even wider access by 

the investors and the public, these 

disclosures and other corporate 

information are also uploaded in 

the Company’s official website  

www.bdo.com.ph/business/leasing-
financing/about-us (See “Investor 

Relations” and “Corporate 

Governance”). The Company also 

uses its Annual Report to highlight 

its corporate governance practices 

and corporate social responsibility.
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STATEMENT OF MANAGEMENT’S RESPONSIBILITY 
FOR FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

REPORT OF INDEPENDENT AUDITORS

The management of BDO Leasing and Finance, Inc. (the Company), is responsible for the preparation and fair 
presentation of the financial statements for the years ended December 31, 2012, 2011 and 2010 in accordance 
with Philippine Financial Reporting Standards (PFRS), including the additional components attached therein:

a. Supplementary schedules required under Annex 68-E of the Securities Regulation Code
b. Reconciliation of retained earnings available for dividend declaration
c. Map showing the relationship between and among related entities 
d. List of standards and interpretations under Philippine Financial Reporting Standards as of December 31, 

2012

The responsibility includes designing and implementing internal controls relevant to the preparation and fair 
presentation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, wether due to fraud or error, 
selecting and applying appropriate accounting policies, and making accounting estimates that are reasonable in 
the circumstances. 

The Board of Directors reviews and approves the financial statements and submits the same to the stockholders.

Punongbayan & Araullo, the independent auditors appointed by the stockholders, has examined the financial 
statements of the Company in accordance with Philippine Standards on Auditing and, in its report to the Board 
of Directors and stockholders, has expressed its opinion on the fairness of presentation upon completion of such 
examination. 

Signature :  
      Teresita T. Sy
  Chairperson 

Signature :  
  Georgiana A. Gamboa
  President

Signature :  
  Rosalisa K. Alindahao    
  Comptroller

Signed this 25th day of February 2013

Name   SSS Number
Teresita T. Sy                  03-2832705-4                 
 
Georgiana A. Gamboa 03-6940728-9

Rosalisa K. Alindahao    03-5894505-3

19th and 20th floors, Tower1
                                                                                                               The Enterprise Center

                                                                                                                                                                           6766 Ayala Avenue
1200 Makati City

Philippines 

To the Board of Directors and to the Stockholders
BDO Leasing and Finance, Inc.
(A Subsidiary of BDO Unibank, Inc.)
BDO Leasing Centre, Corinthian Gardens
Ortigas Avenue, Quezon City

We have audited the accompanying financial statements of BDO Leasing and Finance, Inc. and subsidiary (the 
“Group”) and BDO Leasing and Finance, Inc. (the “Parent Company”) which comprise the statements of financial 
position as at December 31, 2012 and 2011,  and the statements of comprehensive income, statements of changes 
in equity and statements of cash flows for each of the three years in the period ended December 31, 2012, and a 
summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory information.

Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in accordance 
with Philippine Financial Reporting Standards, and for such internal control as management determines is 
necessary to enable the presentation of financial statements that are free from material misstatements, weather 
due to fraud or error. 

Auditor’s Responsibility
 
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits. We conducted our 
audits in accordance with Philippine Standards on Auditing. Those standards require that we comply with ethical 
requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance weather the financial statements 
are free from material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the 
financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the assessment of the 
risk of material misstatement of the financial statements, weather due to fraud or error. In making those risk 
assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of 
the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for 
the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. An audit also includes 
evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made 
by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for 
our audit opinion.
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Discussed below are the relevant information about these amended standards.

(i) PFRS 7 (Amendment), Financial Instruments: Disclosures – Transfers of Financial 
Assets.  The amendment requires additional disclosures that will allow users of financial 
statements to understand the relationship between transferred financial assets that are 
not derecognized in their entirety and the associated liabilities; and, to evaluate the 
nature of, and risk associated with any continuing involvement of the reporting entity 
in financial assets that are derecognized in their entirety.  The Group did not transfer 
any financial asset involving this type of arrangement; hence, the amendment did not 
result in any significant change in the Group’s disclosures in its financial statements.

(ii) PAS 12 (Amendment), Income Taxes – Deferred Tax: Recovery of Underlying Assets.  The 
amendment provides an exception to the existing principle in PAS 12 that recovery 
of the carrying amount of investment property measured at fair value under PAS 40, 
Investment Property, will be or normally be through sale.  The amendment introduces 
a rebuttable presumption that the measurement of a deferred tax liability or asset on 
an investment property measured at fair value should reflect the tax consequence of 
recovering the carrying amount entirely through sale.  The presumption is rebutted for 
depreciable investment property (e.g., building) measured at fair value that is held with 
an objective to consume substantially the economic benefits embodied in the asset over 
time, rather than through sale.  As a result of the amendment, Standing Interpretations 
Committee (SIC) 21, Income Taxes – Recovery of Revalued Non-Depreciable Assets, is 
accordingly withdrawn and is incorporated under PAS 12.  The amendment has no 
significant impact on the Group’s financial statements as its investment properties are 
measured at cost and are normally recovered through sale transaction.

(b)  

(c)   Effective in 2012 but is not Relevant to the Group

PFRS 1, First-time Adoption of PFRS, was amended to provide relief for first-time adopters 
of PFRS from having to reconstruct transactions that occurred before the date of transition 
to PFRS and to provide guidance for entities emerging from severe hyperinflation either to 
resume presenting PFRS financial statements or to present PFRS financial statements for the 
first time.  The amendment became effective for annual periods beginning on or after July 1, 
2011 but is not relevant to the Group’s financial statements.

 

DECEMBER 31, 2012, 2011 AND 2010
(Amounts in Millions of Philippine Pesos, Except Per Share Data,
Exchange Rates and As Indicated)

(d) Effective Subsequent to 2012 but not Adopted Early

There are new PFRS, amendments, annual improvements and interpretations to existing 
standards that are effective for periods subsequent to 2012. Management has initially 
determined the following pronouncements, which the Group will apply in accordance with 
their transitional provisions, to be relevant to its financial statements:

(i) PAS 1 (Amendment), Financial Statements Presentation – Presentation of Items of Other 
Comprehensive Income (effective from July 1, 2012).  The amendment requires an entity 
to group items presented in other comprehensive income into those that, in accordance 
with other PFRSs: (a) will not be reclassified subsequently to profit or loss and (b) will 
be reclassified subsequently to profit or loss when specific conditions are met.  The 
Group’s management expects that this will not significantly change its presentation 
of other comprehensive income since the only items of other comprehensive income 
pertain to unrealized fair value gains and losses on available-for-sale (AFS) financial 
assets and actuarial gains and losses.  The actuarial gains and losses will be recognized 
in other comprehensive in 2013.
 

(ii) PAS 19 (Amendment), Employee Benefits (effective from January 1, 2013).  
 The amendment made a number of changes as part of the improvements throughout 
the standard.  The main changes relate to defined benefit plans as follows: 

•	 eliminates the corridor approach under the existing guidance of  PAS 19 
and requires an entity to recognize all actuarial gains and losses arising in the 
reporting period;

•	 streamlines the presentation of changes in plan assets and liabilities resulting in the 
disaggregation of changes into three main components of service costs, net interest 
on net defined benefit obligation or asset, and remeasurement; and,

•	 enhances disclosure requirements, including information about the characteristics of 
defined benefit plans and the risks that entities are exposed to through participation 
in those plans.

Currently, the Group is using the corridor approach and its unrecognized actuarial 
losses as of December 31, 2012 amounted to P61.1 (see Note 18) which will be 
retrospectively recognized as loss in other comprehensive income in 2013.

(iii) Consolidation Standards

The Group is currently reviewing the impact on its financial statements of the following 
consolidation standards which will be effective fromJanuary 1, 2013:

•	 PFRS 10, Consolidated Financial Statements.  This standard builds on existing 
principles of consolidation by identifying the concept of control as the determining 
factor in whether an entity should be included within the consolidated financial 
statements.  The standard also provides additional guidance to assist in determining 
control where this is difficult to assess.  

NOTES TO FINANCIAL 
STATEMENTS
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•	 PFRS 12, Disclosure of Interest in Other Entities.  This standard integrates and makes 
consistent the disclosure requirements for all forms of interests in other entities, 
including joint arrangements, associates, special purpose vehicles and unconsolidated 
structured entities.  This also introduces new disclosure requirements about the 
risks to which an entity is exposed from its involvement with structured entities. 

•	 PAS 27 (Amendment), Separate Financial Statements.  This revised standard now 
covers the requirements pertaining solely to separate financial statements after the 
relevant discussions on control and consolidated financial statements have been 
transferred and included in PFRS 10.  No new major changes relating to separate 
financial statements have been introduced as a result of the revision.

•	 PAS 28 (Amendment), Investments in Associate and Joint Venture.  This revised 
standard includes the requirements for joint ventures, as well as associates, 
to be accounted for using equity method following the issuance of PFRS 11, 
Joint Arrangement.  

Subsequent to the issuance of the foregoing consolidation standards, the IASB made 
some changes to the transitional provisions in IFRS 10, IFRS 11 and IFRS 12, which 
were also adopted by the FRSC.  The guidance confirms that an entity is not required to 
apply PFRS 10 retrospectively in certain circumstances and clarifies the requirements to 
present adjusted comparatives.  The guidance also made changes to PFRS 10 and PFRS 
12 which provide similar relief from the presentation or adjustment of comparative 
information for periods prior to the immediately preceding period.  Further, it provides 
relief by removing the requirement to present comparatives for disclosures relating to 
unconsolidated structured entities for any period before the first annual period for 
which PFRS 12 is applied.

(iv) PFRS 7 (Amendment), Financial Instruments: Disclosures – Offsetting Financial Assets 
and Financial Liabilities (effective from January 1, 2013).  The amendment requires 
qualitative and quantitative disclosures relating to gross and net amounts of recognized 
financial instruments that are set-off in accordance with PAS 32, Financial Instruments: 
Presentation.  The amendment also requires disclosure of information about recognized 
financial instruments subject to enforceable master netting arrangements or similar 
agreements, even if they are not set-off in the statement of financial position, including 
those which do not meet some or all of the offsetting criteria under PAS 32, and 
amounts related to a financial collateral.  These disclosures will allow financial statement 
users to evaluate the effect or potential effect of netting arrangements, including rights 
of set-off associated with recognized financial assets and financial liabilities on the 
entity’s financial position.  The Group has initially assessed that the adoption of the 
amendment will not have a significant impact on its financial statements.

DECEMBER 31, 2012, 2011 AND 2010
(Amounts in Millions of Philippine Pesos, Except Per Share Data,
Exchange Rates and As Indicated)

(v) PFRS 13, Fair Value Measurement (effective from January 1, 2013).  This standard 
aims to improve consistency and reduce complexity by providing a precise definition 
of fair value and a single source of fair value measurement and disclosure requirements 
for use across PFRS.  The requirements do not extend the use of fair value accounting 
but provide guidance on how it should be applied where its use is already required or 
permitted by other standards.  Management is in the process of reviewing its valuation 
methodologies for conformity with the new requirements and has yet to assess the 
impact of the new standard on the Group’s financial statements.

(vi) PAS 32 (Amendment), Financial Instruments: Presentation – Offsetting Financial Assets 
and Financial Liabilities (effective from January 1, 2014).  The amendment provides 
guidance to address inconsistencies in applying the criteria for offsetting financial 
assets and financial liabilities.  It clarifies that a right of set-off is required to be legally 
enforceable, in the normal course of business, in the event of default and in the event of 
insolvency or bankruptcy of the entity and all of the counterparties.  The amendment 
also clarifies the principle behind net settlement and includes an example of a gross 
settlement system with characteristics that would satisfy the criterion for net settlement.  
The Group does not expect this amendment to have a significant impact on its 
financial statements.

(vii) PFRS 9, Financial Instruments: Classification and Measurement (effective from
January 1, 2015).  This is the first part of a new standard on financial instruments that will 
replace PAS 39 in its entirety.  This chapter covers the classification and measurement of 
financial assets and financial liabilities and it deals with two measurement categories for 
financial assets: amortized cost and fair value.  All equity instruments will be measured 
at fair value while debt instruments will be measured at amortized cost only if the entity 
is holding it to collect contractual cash flows which represent payment of principal and 
interest.  The accounting for embedded derivatives in host contracts that are financial 
assets is simplified by removing the requirement to consider whether or not they are 
closely related and as such, the entity shall apply measurement to the entire hybrid 
contract, depending on whether the contract is at fair value or amortized cost.  

For liabilities, the standard retains most of the PAS 39 requirements which include 
amortized cost accounting for most financial liabilities, with bifurcation of embedded 
derivatives.  The main change is that, in case where the fair value option is taken for 
financial liabilities, the part of a fair value change due to an entity’s own credit risk is 
recorded in other comprehensive income rather than in profit or loss, unless this creates 
an accounting mismatch. 

To date, other chapters of PFRS 9 dealing with impairment methodology and hedge 
accounting are still being completed.

Further, in November 2011, the IASB tentatively decided to consider making limited 
modifications to IFRS 9’s financial asset classification model to address certain 
application issues.

NOTES TO FINANCIAL 
STATEMENTS
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The Group does not expect to implement and adopt PFRS 9 until its effective date or 
until all chapters of this new standard have been published.  In addition, management 
is currently assessing the impact of PFRS 9 on the financial statements of the Group 
and it plans to conduct a comprehensive study of the potential impact of this standard 
prior to its mandatory adoption date to assess the impact of all changes.

(viii) 2009-2011 Annual Improvements to PFRS.  Annual improvements to PFRS (2009-
2011 Cycle) made minor amendments to a number of PFRS, which are effective for 
annual period beginning on or after January 1, 2013.  Among those improvements, the 
following amendments are relevant to the Group but management does not expect a 
material impact on the Group’s financial statements:

(a) PAS 1 (Amendment), Presentation of Financial Statements – Clarification of 
the Requirements for Comparative Information.  The amendment clarifies the 
requirements for presenting comparative information for the following:

•	 Requirements for opening statement of financial position 

If an entity applies an accounting policy retrospectively, or makes a retrospective 
restatement or reclassification of items that has a material effect on the 
information in the statement of financial position at the beginning of the 
preceding period (i.e., opening statement of financial position), it shall present 
such third statement of financial position. 

Other than disclosure of certain specified information in accordance with PAS 8, 
Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors, related notes to 
the opening statement of financial position as at the beginning of the preceding 
period are not required to be presented.

•	 Requirements for additional comparative information beyond 
minimum requirements

If an entity presented comparative information in the financial statements beyond 
the minimum comparative information requirements, the additional financial 
statements information should be presented in accordance with PFRS including 
disclosure of comparative information in the related notes for that additional 
information.  Presenting additional comparative information voluntarily would 
not trigger a requirement to provide a complete set of financial statements.

DECEMBER 31, 2012, 2011 AND 2010
(Amounts in Millions of Philippine Pesos, Except Per Share Data,
Exchange Rates and As Indicated)

(b) PAS 32 (Amendment), Financial Instruments – Presentation – Tax Effect of 
Distributions to Holders of Equity Instruments.  The amendment clarifies that 
the consequences of income tax relating to distributions to holders of an equity 
instrument and to transaction costs of an equity transaction shall be accounted 
for in accordance with PAS 12, Income Taxes.  Accordingly, income tax relating to 
distributions to holders of an equity instrument is recognized in profit or loss while 
income tax related to the transaction costs of an equity transaction is recognized 
in equity.

2.03  Separate Consolidated Financial Statements, Basis of Consolidation and  Investment 
in a Subsidiary

These financial statements are prepared as the Group’s separate consolidated financial statements 
from BDO Unibank Group.  The Group presents separate consolidated financial statements available 
for public use that comply with PFRS since the Parent Company’s equity securities are traded in a 
public market.

The Group obtains and exercises control through voting rights.  The Group’s financial statements 
comprise the accounts of the Parent Company and its subsidiary, after the elimination of material 
intercompany transactions.  All intercompany balances and transactions with its subsidiary, 
including income, expenses and dividends, are eliminated in full.  Unrealized profits and 
losses from intercompany transactions, if any, that are recognized in assets are also eliminated 
in full.  Intercompany losses that indicate an impairment are recognized in the consolidated 
financial statements.

The financial statements of the subsidiary are prepared for the same reporting period as the Parent 
Company, using consistent accounting principles.  
 
A subsidiary is an entity over which the Group has the power to control the former’s financial and 
operating policies generally accompanying a shareholding of more than one half of the voting rights.  
The existence and effect of potential voting rights that are currently exercisable and convertible are 
considered when assessing whether the Group controls another entity.  A subsidiary is consolidated 
from the date the Group obtains control until such time that such control ceases.  

The acquisition method is applied to account for any acquired subsidiaries.  This requires recognizing 
and measuring the identifiable assets acquired, the liabilities assumed and any non-controlling interest 
in the acquiree.  The consideration transferred for the acquisition of a subsidiary is the fair values of 
the assets transferred, the liabilities incurred and the equity interests issued by the Group, if any.  The 
consideration transferred also includes the fair value of any asset or liability resulting from a contingent 
consideration arrangement.  Acquisition-related costs are expensed as incurred and subsequent change 
in the fair value of contingent consideration is recognized directly in profit or loss.

Identifiable assets acquired and liabilities and contingent liabilities assumed in a business combination 
are measured initially at their fair values at the acquisition date.  On an acquisition-by-acquisition basis, 
the Group recognizes any non-controlling interest in the acquiree either at fair value or at the non-
controlling interest’s proportionate share of the acquiree’s net assets.

NOTES TO FINANCIAL 
STATEMENT 
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The excess of the consideration transferred, the amount of any non-controlling interest in the 
acquiree and the acquisition-date fair value of any previous equity interest in the acquiree over the 
fair value of the Group’s share of the identifiable net assets acquired is recognized as goodwill.  If 
this is less than the fair value of the net assets of the subsidiary acquired in the case of a bargain 
purchase, the difference is recognized directly in profit or loss as gain.

The results of subsidiary acquired or disposed of during the year, if any, are included in profit or 
loss from the date of acquisition or up to the date of disposal, as appropriate.

The Parent Company’s investment in a subsidiary is accounted for in these separate financial 
statements at cost, less any impairment loss (see Note 11).

2.04 Segment Reporting
  

A business segment is a group of assets and operations engaged in providing products or services 
that are subject to risks and returns that are different from those of other business segments.  The 
Group’s operating businesses are organized and managed separately according to the nature of 
the products and services provided, with each segment representing a strategic business unit that 
offers different products and serves different markets. 

Operating segments are reported in a manner consistent with the internal reporting provided to 
the Group’s chief operating decision-maker.  The strategic steering committee is responsible for 
allocating resources and assessing performance of the operating segments.

In identifying its operating segments, management generally follows the Group’s products and 
services as disclosed in Note 4, which represent the main products and services provided by 
the Group.

Each of these operating segments is managed separately as each of these service lines requires 
different technologies and other resources as well as marketing approaches. All inter-segment 
transfers are carried out at arm’s length prices.

The measurement policies the Group uses for segment reporting under PFRS 8 is the same as 
those used in its financial statements, except that the following are not included in arriving at the 
operating profit of the operating segments:

•	 post-employment benefit expenses;
•	 expenses relating to share-based payments; and,
•	 revenue, costs and fair value gains from investment property.

In addition, corporate assets which are not directly attributable to the business activities of any 
operating segment are not allocated to a segment.

There have been no changes from prior periods in the measurement methods used to determine 
reported segment profit or loss.

 
2.05 Financial Assets

Financial assets are recognized when the Group becomes a party to the contractual terms of 
the financial instrument.  Financial assets, other than those designated and effective as hedging 
instruments are classified into the following categories: financial assets at fair value through 
profit or loss (FVTPL), loans and receivables, held-to-maturity (HTM) investments and AFS 
financial assets.  Financial assets are assigned to the different categories by management on initial 
recognition, depending on the purpose for which the investments were acquired.  

Regular purchases and sales of financial assets are recognized on their trade date.  All financial 
assets that are not classified as at FVTPL are initially recognized at fair value plus any directly 
attributable transaction costs.  Financial assets carried at FVTPL are initially recognized at fair 
value and transaction costs are expensed in profit or loss.  

The categories of financial instruments relevant to the Group are more fully described below.

(a) Loans and Receivables

Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments 
that are not quoted in an active market.  They arise when the Group provides money, goods 
or services directly to the debtor with no intention of trading the receivables.  

Loans and receivables are subsequently measured at amortized cost using the effective interest 
method, less impairment losses, if any.  Impairment losses is the estimated amount of losses 
in the Group’s loan portfolio, based on the evaluation of the estimated future cash flows 
discounted at the loan’s original effective interest rate.  Impairment loss is provided when 
there is objective evidence that the Group will not be able to collect all amounts due to it in 
accordance with the original terms of the receivables.  Loans and receivables are written off 
against the allowance for impairment losses when management believes that the collectibility 
of the principal is unlikely.

The Group’s financial assets categorized as loans and receivables are presented as Cash and 
Cash Equivalents and Loans and Other Receivables in the statement of financial position.  
Cash and cash equivalents include cash on hand, demand deposits and short-term, highly 
liquid investments readily convertible to known amounts of cash.

DECEMBER 31, 2012, 2011 AND 2010
(Amounts in Millions of Philippine Pesos, Except Per Share Data,
Exchange Rates and As Indicated)
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(b) AFS Financial Assets

This category includes non-derivative financial assets that are either designated to this category 
or do not qualify for inclusion in any of the other categories of financial assets.

All financial assets within this category are measured at fair value, unless otherwise disclosed, 
with changes in value recognized in other comprehensive income, net of taxes.  Gains and 
losses arising from securities classified as AFS are recognized in other comprehensive income 
when these are sold or when the investment is impaired.  

In case of impairment, any loss previously recognized in equity is transferred to other 
comprehensive income.  Losses recognized in other comprehensive income on equity 
instruments are not reversed through other comprehensive income.  Losses recognized in 
prior period statement of comprehensive income resulting from the impairment of debt 
instruments are reversed through the statement of comprehensive income, when there is 
recovery in the amount of previously recognized impairment losses.

AFS financial assets are presented as a separate line item in the statement of 
financial position.

Impairment losses recognized on financial assets are included as part of Impairment and Credit 
Losses under Operating Costs and Expenses in the statement of comprehensive income.

For investments that are actively traded in organized financial markets, fair value is determined 
by reference to stock exchange-quoted market closing prices on each reporting date.  For 
investments where there is no quoted market price, fair value is determined by reference to 
the current market value of another instrument which is substantially the same or is calculated 
based on the expected cash flows (such as dividend income) of the underlying net asset base of 
the investment.

A financial asset is considered as being traded in an active market if quoted prices or market values 
are readily and periodically available from stock or debt markets, exchanges, dealers, brokers, 
industry groups, pricing service entities or regulatory agencies.  In such cases, those prices or values 
represent actual and regularly occurring market transactions on an arm’s length basis.  Otherwise, 
the market is regarded as being inactive.  Indications that a market is inactive when there are few 
recent transactions or market participants have not engaged in transactions for at least one year.

Non-compounding interest, dividend income and other cash flows resulting from holding 
financial assets are recognized in profit or loss when earned, regardless of how the related carrying 
amount of financial assets is measured.  

The financial assets are derecognized when the contractual rights to receive cash flows from the 
financial instruments expire, or when the financial assets and all substantial risks and rewards of 
ownership have been transferred. 

2.06 Other Assets

Other assets pertain to other resources controlled by the Group as a result of past events.  They are 
recognized in the financial statements when it is probable that the future economic benefits will 
flow to the entity and the asset has a cost or value that can be measured reliably.

2.07 Property and Equipment

Property and equipment are carried at acquisition cost less accumulated depreciation and 
amortization and any impairment in value.  

The cost of an asset comprises its purchase price and directly attributable costs of bringing the 
asset to working condition for its intended use.  Expenditures for additions, major improvements 
and renewals are capitalized; expenditures for repairs and maintenance are charged to expense as 
incurred.  When assets are sold, retired or otherwise disposed of, their cost and related accumulated 
depreciation and amortization and any impairment losses are removed from the accounts and any 
resulting gain or loss is reflected in profit or loss for the period.

Except for certain machineries and equipment in 2011 which are depreciated based on the rate 
of utilization, depreciation is computed using the straight-line method over the estimated useful 
lives of the depreciable assets as follows:

  Transportation and other equipment     2-8 years
  Furniture, fixtures and others    3-5 years

In 2012, all items of property and equipment are depreciated using the straight-line method due 
to the expiration of lease contracts of BDO Rental with certain lessees in which the related assets 
are depreciated based on the rate of utilization.

Leasehold improvements are amortized over the terms of the leases or the estimated useful lives of 
the improvements, whichever is shorter.

An asset’s carrying amount is written down immediately to its recoverable amount if the asset’s 
carrying amount is greater than its estimated recoverable amount (see Note 2.18).

 
The residual values and estimated useful lives of property and equipment are reviewed and 
adjusted if appropriate, at the end of each reporting period.

An item of property and equipment, including the related accumulated depreciation and 
impairment losses, if any, is derecognized upon disposal or when no future economic benefits are 
expected to arise from the continued use of the asset.  Any gain or loss arising on derecognition of 
the asset (calculated as the difference between the net disposal proceeds and the carrying amount 
of the item) is included in profit or loss in the year the item is derecognized.

DECEMBER 31, 2012, 2011 AND 2010
(Amounts in Millions of Philippine Pesos, Except Per Share Data,
Exchange Rates and As Indicated)
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2.08 Non-current Assets Held-for-Sale

Assets held-for-sale (presented under Other Assets) include chattel or personal properties acquired 
through repossession or foreclosure that the Group intends to sell and will be disposed of within 
one year from the date of classification as held-for-sale.

Assets classified as held-for -sale are measured at the lower of their carrying amounts immediately 
prior to their classification as held for sale and their fair value less costs to sell.  Assets classified as 
held-for-sale are not subject to depreciation or amortization.  The profit or loss arising from the 
sale of held-for-sale assets is recognized in profit or loss in the year the asset is disposed.

2.09 Investment Properties

Investment properties are stated at cost.  The cost of an investment property comprises its purchase 
price and directly attributable cost incurred.  This also includes properties acquired by the Group 
from defaulting borrowers not held for sale in the next twelve months.  For these assets, the cost 
is recognized initially at the fair market value.  Investment properties except land are depreciated 
on a straight-line basis over a period of ten years.

Subsequent to initial recognition, investment property is stated at cost less accumulated 
depreciation and any impairment in value.

The Group adopted the cost model in measuring its investment properties, hence, these are 
carried at cost less accumulated depreciation and any impairment in value.  Depreciation and 
impairment loss are recognized in the same manner as in Property and Equipment.

The fair value of investment properties, as disclosed in Note 10, are based on valuations provided 
by independent and/or in-house appraisers, which are market value for land and building and 
related improvements and reproduction cost for certain building and improvements.

Investment property is derecognized upon disposal or when permanently withdrawn from use 
and no future economic benefit is expected from its disposal.  Any gain or loss on the retirement 
or disposal of an investment property is recognized in profit or loss in the year of retirement 
or disposal.

2.10 Financial Liabilities

Financial liabilities, which include bills payable, accounts payable, dividends payable and 
other liabilities and lease deposits, are recognized when the Group becomes a party to the 
contractual terms of the instrument.  All interest-related charges are included as part of 
Interest and Financing Charges under Operating Costs and Expenses in the statement of 
comprehensive income.

Bills payable are raised for support of long-term funding of operations.  They are recognized at 
proceeds received, net of direct issue costs.  Finance charges, including premiums payable on 
settlement or redemption and direct issue costs, are charged to profit or loss on an accrual basis 
using the effective interest method and are added to the carrying amount of the instrument to the 
extent that they are not settled in the period in which they arise.

Accounts payable and other liabilities are initially recognized at their fair value and subsequently 
measured at amortized cost less settlement payments.

Lease deposits are initially recognized at fair value.  The excess of the principal amount of 
the deposits over its fair value is immediately recognized and is included as part of Day One 
Gain under Other Income account in the statement of comprehensive income (see Note 16).  
Meanwhile, interest expense on the lease deposits is accrued using the effective interest method 
and is included as part of Interest and Financing Charges under Operating Costs and Expenses in 
the statement of comprehensive income

Dividend distributions to shareholders are recognized as financial liabilities upon declaration by 
the Group.

Financial liabilities are derecognized from the statement of financial position only when the 
obligations are extinguished either through discharge, cancellation or expiration.

2.11 Provisions and Contingencies

Provisions are recognized when present obligations will probably lead to an outflow of economic 
resources and they can be estimated reliably even if the timing or amount of the outflow may still 
be uncertain.  A present obligation arises from the presence of a legal or constructive commitment 
that has resulted from past events. 

Provisions are measured at the estimated expenditure required to settle the present obligation, 
based on the most reliable evidence available at the end of the reporting period, including the 
risks and uncertainties associated with the present obligation.  Where there are a number of 
similar obligations, the likelihood that an outflow will be required in settlement is determined 
by considering the class of obligations as a whole.  When time value of money is material, long-
term provisions are discounted to their present values using a pretax rate that reflects market 
assessments and the risks specific to the obligation.  The increase in the provision due to passage 
of time is recognized as interest expense.  Provisions are reviewed at the end of each reporting 
period and adjusted to reflect the current best estimate.
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In those cases where the possible outflow of economic resource as a result of present obligations is 
considered improbable or remote, or the amount to be provided for cannot be measured reliably, 
no liability is recognized in the financial statements.  Similarly, possible inflows of economic 
benefits to the Group that do not yet meet the recognition criteria of an asset are considered 
contingent assets, hence, are not recognized in the financial statements.  On the other hand, 
any reimbursement that the Group can be virtually certain to collect from a third party with 
respect to the obligation is recognized as a separate asset not exceeding the amount of the 
related provision.

2.12 Offsetting Financial Instruments

Financial assets and liabilities are offset and the net amount is reported in the statement of financial 
position when there is a legally enforceable right to offset the recognized amounts and there is an 
intention to settle on a net basis or realize the asset and settle the liability simultaneously.

2.13 Residual Value of Leased Assets 

The residual value of leased assets, which approximates the amount of lease deposit paid by the 
lessee at the inception of the lease, is the estimated proceeds from the disposal of the leased asset at 
the end of the lease term.  At the end of the lease term, the residual value receivable of the leased 
asset is generally applied against the lease deposit of the lessee.

2.14 Equity

Common stock represents the nominal value of shares that have been issued.

Additional paid-in capital includes any premiums received on the issuance of capital stock.  
Any transaction costs associated with the issuance of shares are deducted from additional 
paid-in capital.

Treasury shares are stated at the cost of reacquiring such shares.

Unrealized fair value gain (loss) on AFS financial assets pertains to cumulative 
mark-to-market valuation of AFS financial assets. 

Retained earnings include all current and prior period results as reported in the statement of 
comprehensive income.

2.15 Revenue and Expense Recognition

Revenue comprises interest income on loans and receivables financed and rent income from 
operating lease contracts, measured by reference to the fair value of consideration received or 
receivable by the Group for products sold and services rendered, excluding value-added tax (VAT) 
and discounts.

Revenue is recognized to the extent that it is probable that the economic benefits will flow to the 
Group and the revenue can be reliably measured.  The following specific recognition criteria of 
income and expenses must also be met before revenue is recognized:

(a) Interest income on finance lease receivables – The interest income on finance  
lease is allocated over the lease term on a systematic and rational basis.   
The recognition of interest income on finance lease is based on a pattern reflecting a constant 
periodic rate of return on the Group’s net investment in the finance lease.  Lease payments 
relating to the period, excluding costs for services, are applied against the gross investment in 
the lease to reduce both the principal and the unearned finance income. 

(b) Interest – Interest income and expenses are recognized in profit or loss for all instruments 
measured at amortized cost using the effective interest method.

The effective interest method is a method of calculating the amortized  
cost of a financial asset or a financial liability and of allocating the interest income or interest 
expense over the relevant period.  The effective interest rate is the rate that exactly discounts 
estimated future cash payments or receipts through the expected life of the financial instrument 
or, when appropriate, a shorter period to the net carrying amount of the financial asset or 
financial liability.  When calculating the effective interest rate, the Group estimates cash flows 
considering all contractual terms of the financial instrument but does not consider future 
credit losses.  The calculation includes all fees paid or received between parties to the contract 
that are an integral part of the effective interest rate, transaction costs and all other premiums 
or discounts. 

Once a financial asset or a group of similar financial assets has been written down as a result 
of an impairment loss, interest income is recognized using the rate of interest used to discount 
the future cash flows for the purpose of measuring the impairment loss.

(c) Rent – Revenue is recognized in profit or loss on a straight-line basis over the lease term, or on 
another systematic basis which is more representative of the time pattern in which the use or 
benefit derived from the leased asset is diminished.

(d) Service fees – Fees related to the administration and servicing a loan are recognized as revenue 
as the services are rendered.  This account is included under Other Income. 

Operating costs and expenses are recognized in profit or loss upon utilization of the assets or 
services or at the date they are incurred. 
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2.16 Leases

The Group accounts for its leases as follows:

(a) Group as a Lessor
 

Finance leases, where the Group transfers substantially all the risk and benefits incidental 
to ownership of the leased item to the lessee, are included in the statement of financial 
position under Loans and Other Receivables account.  A lease receivable is recognized 
at an amount equal to the net investment in the lease.  The difference between the gross 
lease receivable and the net investment in the lease is recognized as unearned finance 
income.  Finance income is recognized based on the pattern reflecting a constant periodic 
rate of return on the Group’s net investment outstanding in respect of the finance lease. 

All income resulting from the receivable is included as part of Interest and Discounts in the 
statement of comprehensive income.  Leases where the Group does not transfer substantially 
all the risk and benefits of ownership of the assets are classified as operating leases. 

Initial direct costs incurred in negotiating operating leases are added to the carrying amount 
of the leased asset and recognized over the lease term on the same basis as the rental income.  
Contingent rents are recognized as revenue in the year in which they are earned.

Leases which do not transfer to the lessee substantially all the risks and benefits of ownership 
of the asset are classified as operating leases.  Lease income from operating leases is recognized 
as income in profit or loss on a straight-line basis over the lease term, or on a systematic basis 
which is more representative of the time pattern in which the use or benefit derived from the 
leased asset is diminished.

(b) Group as a Lessee 

Leases which do not transfer to the Group substantially all the risks and benefits of ownership 
of the asset are classified as operating leases.  Operating lease payments are recognized as 
expense in profit or loss on a straight-line basis over the lease term.  Associated costs, such as 
maintenance and insurance, are expensed as incurred.

The Group determines whether an arrangement is, or contains a lease based on the substance 
of the arrangement.  It makes an assessment of whether the fulfillment of the arrangement is 
dependent on the use of a specific asset or assets and the arrangement conveys a right to 
use the asset.

2.17 Foreign Currency Transactions

The accounting records of the Group are maintained in Philippine pesos.  Foreign currency 
transactions during the period are translated into the functional currency at exchange rates which 
approximate those prevailing on transaction dates.  

Foreign exchange gains and losses resulting from the settlement of such transactions and from the 
translation at period-end exchange rates of monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign 
currencies are recognized in the statement of comprehensive income as part of profit or loss 
from operations.

2.18 Impairment of Financial Assets

The Group assesses at the end of each reporting period whether there is objective evidence that 
a financial asset or group of financial assets is impaired.  A financial asset or a group of financial 
assets is impaired and impairment losses are incurred if, and only if, there is objective evidence of 
impairment as a result of one or more events that occurred after the initial recognition of the asset 
(a loss event) and that loss event has an impact on the estimated future cash flows of the financial 
asset or group of financial assets that can be reliably estimated.  

Objective evidence that a financial asset or group of assets is impaired includes observable data 
that comes to the attention of the Group about certain loss events, including, among others: 
significant financial difficulty of the issuer or debtor; a breach of contract, such as a default or 
delinquency in interest or principal payments; it is probable that the borrower will enter bankruptcy 
or other financial reorganization; the disappearance of an active market for that financial asset 
because of financial difficulties; or observable data indicating that there is a measurable decrease 
in the estimated future cash flows from a group of financial assets since the initial recognition of 
those assets, although the decrease cannot yet be identified with the individual financial assets  
in the group.

(a) Assets carried at amortized cost.  The Group first assesses whether objective evidence of 
impairment exists individually for financial assets that are individually significant and 
individually or collectively for financial assets that are not individually significant.  If the 
Group determines that no objective evidence of impairment exists for an individually assessed 
financial asset, whether significant or not, the Group includes the asset in a group of financial 
assets with similar credit risk characteristics and collectively assesses them for impairment.  

Assets that are individually assessed for impairment and for which an impairment loss is or 
continues to be recognized are not included in a collective assessment of impairment.

If there is objective evidence that an impairment loss on loans and other receivables or held-
to-maturity investments carried at amortized cost has been incurred, the amount of the 
loss is measured as the difference between the asset’s carrying amount and the present value 
of estimated future cash flows (excluding future credit losses that have not been incurred) 
discounted at the financial asset’s original effective interest rate.  The carrying amount of 
the asset is reduced through the use of an allowance account and the amount of the loss is 
recognized in profit or loss.  
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If a loan or held-to-maturity investment has a variable interest rate, the discount rate for 
measuring any impairment loss is the current effective interest rate determined under 
the contract. When practicable, the Group may measure impairment on the basis of an 
instrument’s fair value using an observable market price.

The calculation of the present value of the estimated future cash flows of a collateralized 
financial asset reflects the cash flows that may result from foreclosure less costs for obtaining 
and selling the collateral, whether or not foreclosure is probable.

For the purpose of a collective evaluation of impairment, financial assets are grouped on the 
basis of similar credit risk characteristics.  Those characteristics are relevant to the estimation 
of future cash flows for groups of such assets by being indicative of the debtors’ ability to pay 
all amounts due according to the contractual terms of the assets being evaluated.

Future cash flows in a group of financial assets that are collectively evaluated for impairment are 
estimated on the basis of the contractual cash flows of the assets and historical loss experience 
for assets with credit risk characteristics similar to those in the group.

Historical loss experience is adjusted on the basis of current observable data to reflect the 
effects of current conditions that did not affect the period on which the historical loss 
experience is based and to remove the effects of conditions in the historical period that do not 
exist currently. 

Estimates of changes in future cash flows for groups of assets should reflect and be consistent 
with changes in related observable data from period to period.  The methodologies and 
assumptions used for estimating future cash flows are reviewed regularly by the Group to 
reduce any differences between loss estimates and actual loss experience.

When a loan is uncollectible, it is written off against the related allowance for loan 
impairment.  Such loans are written off after all the necessary procedures including approval 
from the management and the BOD has been completed and the amount of the loss has been 
determined.  Subsequent recoveries of amounts previously written off decrease the amount of 
the impairment loss in profit or loss.  

If, in a subsequent period, the amount of the impairment loss decreases and the decrease 
can be related objectively to an event occurring after the impairment is recognized (such as 
an improvement in the debtor’s credit rating), the previously recognized impairment loss is 
reversed by adjusting the allowance account.  The amount of the reversal is recognized in 
profit or loss.

In addition, under Section 9(f ) of the Rules and Regulations to implement the Provisions of 
Republic Act No. 8556, The Financing Company Act of 1998, a 100% allowance should be 
set up for the following: 

(a) Clean loans and advances past due for a period of more than six months;
(b) Past due loans secured by collateral such as inventories, receivables, equipment and other 

chattels that have declined in value by more than 50%, without the borrower offering 
additional collateral for the loans;

(c) Past due loans secured by real estate mortgage the title to which is subject to an adverse 
claim rendering settlement through foreclosure doubtful;

(d) When the borrower, and his co-maker or guarantor, is insolvent or where their 
whereabouts is unknown, or their earning power is permanently impaired;

(e) Accrued interest receivable that remains uncollected after six  months from the maturity 
date of the loan to which it accrues; and,

(f) Accounts receivable past due for 361 days or more.

These requirements and conditions were accordingly considered by the Group in the 
determination of impairment loss provision on assets carried at amortized cost particularly 
loans and other receivables.

(b) Assets carried at fair value with changes charged to other comprehensive income.  In the case 
of investments classified as AFS financial assets, a significant or prolonged decline in the 
fair value of the security below its cost is considered in determining whether the assets are 
impaired.  If any such evidence exists for AFS financial assets, the cumulative loss – measured 
as the difference between the acquisition cost and the current fair value, less any impairment 
loss on that financial asset previously recognized in profit or loss – is removed from profit 
or loss and recognized in other comprehensive income.  Impairment losses recognized 
in other comprehensive income on equity instruments are not reversed through other 
comprehensive income.  

If, in a subsequent period, the fair value of a debt instrument classified as AFS increases 
and the increase can be objectively related to an event occurring after the impairment loss 
was recognized in profit or loss, the impairment loss is reversed through the statement of 
comprehensive income.

(c) Assets carried at cost.  The Group assesses at the end of each reporting period whether there 
is objective evidence that any of the unquoted equity securities and derivative assets linked 
to and required to be settled in such unquoted equity instruments, which are carried at cost 
and for which objective evidence of impairment exist.  The amount of impairment loss is the 
difference between the carrying amount of the equity security and the present value of the 
estimated future cash flows discounted at the current market rate of return of a similar asset.  
Impairment losses on assets carried at cost cannot be reversed.

2.19 Impairment of Non-financial Assets

The Group’s property and equipment, investment properties and other assets and the Parent 
Company’s investment in a subsidiary are subject to impairment testing.  
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For purposes of assessing impairment, assets are grouped at the lowest levels for which there 
are separately identifiable cash flows (cash-generating units).  As a result, some assets are tested 
individually for impairment and some are tested at cash-generating unit level.  

An impairment loss is recognized for the amount by which the asset or cash-generating unit’s 
carrying amount exceeds its recoverable amount.  The recoverable amount is the higher of 
fair value, reflecting market conditions less costs to sell and value in use, based on an internal 
discounted cash flow evaluation.  Impairment loss is charged pro-rata to the other assets in the 
cash generating unit.  

All assets are subsequently reassessed for indications that an impairment loss previously recognized 
may no longer exist and the carrying amount of the asset is adjusted to the recoverable amount 
resulting in the reversal of the impairment loss.

2.20 Employee Benefits

(a) Post-employment Defined Benefit Plan 

A defined benefit plan is a pension plan that defines an amount of pension benefit that an 
employee will receive on retirement, usually dependent on one or more factors such as age, 
years of service and salary.  The legal obligation for any benefits from this kind of pension 
plan remains with the Group, even if plan assets for funding the defined benefit plan have 
been acquired.  Plan assets may include assets specifically designated to a long-term benefit 
fund, as well as qualifying insurance policies.  The Group’s defined benefit pension plan 
covers all regular full-time employees.  The pension plan is tax-qualified, noncontributory 
and administered by a trustee.

The liability recognized in the statement of financial position for defined benefit pension 
plans is the present value of the defined benefit obligation (DBO) at the end of each 
reporting period less the fair value of plan assets, together with adjustments for unrecognized 
actuarial gains or losses and past service costs.  The DBO is calculated annually by 
independent actuaries using the projected unit credit method.  The present value of the 
DBO is determined by discounting the estimated future cash outflows using interest rates 
of high quality corporate bonds that are denominated in the currency in which the benefits 
will be paid and that have terms to maturity approximating to the terms of the related 
pension liability.

Actuarial gains and losses are not recognized as an income or expense unless the total 
unrecognized gain or loss exceeds 10% of the greater of the obligation and related plan 
assets.  The amount exceeding this 10% corridor is charged or credited to profit or loss over 
the employees’ expected average remaining working lives.  Actuarial gains and losses within 
the 10% corridor are disclosed separately.  Past service costs are recognized immediately 
in profit or loss, unless the changes to the pension plan are conditional on the employees 
remaining in service for a specified period of time (the vesting period).  In this case, the  
past-service costs are amortized on a straight-line basis over the vesting period.

(b) Defined Benefit Contribution Plan

A defined contribution plan is a pension plan under which the Group pays fixed contributions 
into an independent entity (such as the Social Security System).  The Group has no legal or 
constructive obligations to pay further contributions after payment of the fixed contribution.  
The contributions recognized in respect of defined contribution plans are expensed as 
they fall due.  Liabilities and assets may be recognized if underpayment or prepayment has 
occurred and are included in current liabilities or current assets as they are normally of a 
short-term nature.

(c) Termination Benefits

Termination benefits are payable when employment is terminated by the Group before the 
normal retirement date, or whenever an employee accepts voluntary redundancy in exchange 
for these benefits.  The Group recognizes termination benefits when it is demonstrably 
committed to either: (i) terminating the employment of current employees according to a 
detailed formal plan without possibility of withdrawal; or (ii) providing termination benefits 
as a result of an offer made to encourage voluntary redundancy.  Benefits falling due more 
than 12 months after the end of each reporting period are discounted to present value.

(d) Compensated Absences

Compensated absences are recognized for the number of paid leave days (including holiday 
entitlement) remaining at the end of each reporting period.  They are included in Accounts 
Payable and Other Liabilities account in the statement of financial position at the undiscounted 
amount that the Group expects to pay as a result of the unused entitlement.

2.21 Income Taxes

Tax expense recognized in profit or loss comprises the sum of deferred tax and current tax not 
recognized in other comprehensive income or directly in equity, if any.

Current tax assets or liabilities comprise those claims from, or obligations to, fiscal authorities 
relating to the current or prior reporting period, that are uncollected or unpaid at the end of 
the reporting period.  They are calculated according to the tax rates and tax laws applicable to 
the fiscal periods to which they relate, based on the taxable profit for the period.  All changes to 
current tax assets or liabilities are recognized as a component of tax expense in profit or loss in the 
statement of comprehensive income.
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Deferred tax is provided, using the liability method, on temporary differences at the end of each 
reporting period between the tax base of assets and liabilities and their carrying amounts for 
financial reporting purposes.  Under the liability method, with certain exceptions, deferred tax 
liabilities are recognized for all taxable temporary differences and deferred tax assets are recognized 
for all deductible temporary differences and the carryforward of unused tax losses and unused 
tax credits to the extent that it is probable that taxable profit will be available against which the 
deferred tax asset can be utilized. 

The carrying amount of deferred tax assets is reviewed at each reporting period and reduced to the 
extent that it is probable that sufficient taxable profit will be available to allow all or part of the 
deferred tax asset to be utilized.  

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured at the tax rates that are expected to apply to the 
period when the asset is realized or the liability is settled, based on tax rates and tax laws that have 
been enacted or substantively enacted at the end of each reporting period.

Most changes in deferred tax assets or liabilities are recognized as a component  
of tax expense in profit or loss.  Only changes in deferred tax assets or liabilities that relate to 
items recognized in other comprehensive income or directly in equity are recognized in other 
comprehensive income or directly in equity.

2.22 Earnings Per Share (EPS)

Basic earnings per common share is determined by dividing net income by the weighted average 
number of common shares subscribed and issued during the year, adjusted retroactively for any 
stock dividend, stock split or reverse stock split declared during the current period.  The Group 
does not have dilutive common shares.

2.23 Related Party Relationships and Transactions  

Related party transactions are transfer of resources, services or obligations between the Group and 
its related parties, regardless whether a price is charged.

Parties are considered to be related if one party has the ability to control the other party or 
exercise significant influence over the other party in making financial and operating decisions.  
These include: (a) individuals owning, directly or indirectly through one or more intermediaries, 
control or are controlled by, or under common control with the Group; (b) associates; and, 
(c) individuals owning, directly or indirectly, an interest in the voting power of the Group 
that gives them significant influence over the Group and close members of the family of any 
such individual.

In considering each possible related party relationship, attention is directed to the substance of 
the relationship and not merely on the legal form.

2.24 Events After the End of the Reporting Period

Any post-year-end event that provides additional information about the Group’s financial position 
at the end of the reporting period (adjusting event) is reflected in the financial statements.  
Post-year-end events that are not adjusting events, if any, are disclosed when material to the 
financial statements.

3. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING JUDGMENTS AND ESTIMATES

The Group’s financial statements prepared in accordance with PFRS require management to make 
judgments and estimates that affect the amounts reported in the financial statements and related 
notes.  Judgments and estimates are continually evaluated and are based on historical experience 
and other factors, including expectations of future events that are believed to be reasonable under 
the circumstances.  Actual results may ultimately differ from these estimates.

3.01 Critical Management Judgments in Applying Accounting Policies

In the process of applying the Group’s accounting policies, management has made the following 
judgments, apart from those involving estimation, which have the most significant effect on the 
amounts recognized in the financial statements:

(a) Operating and Finance Leases

The Group has entered in various lease arrangements as a lessee.  Critical judgment was 
exercised by management to distinguish each lease arrangement as either an operating 
or finance lease by looking at the transfer or retention of significant risks and rewards of 
ownership of the properties covered by the agreements.  Failure to make the right judgment 
will result in either overstatement or understatement of assets and liabilities.

The Group has determined that it has transferred all the significant risks and rewards 
of ownership of the properties which are leased out on finance lease arrangements.  The 
subsidiary’s operations involve operating leases.  The Group has determined that it retains 
all the significant risks and rewards of ownership over the properties which are leased out on 
operating lease arrangements.

(b) Impairment of AFS Financial Assets

The Group follows the guidance of PAS 39 in determining when an investment is permanently 
impaired.  This determination requires significant judgment.  In making this judgment, the 
Group evaluates, among other factors, the duration and extent to which the fair value of an 
investment is less than its cost; and the financial health of and near-term business outlook for 
the investee, including factors such as industry and sector performance, changes in technology 
and operational and financing cash flows.  
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(c) Distinction Between Investment Properties and Owner-managed Properties

The Group determines whether a property qualifies as investment property.   
In making its judgment, the Group considers whether the property generates cash flows 
largely independent of the other assets held by an entity. Owner-occupied properties generate 
cash flows that are attributable not only to the property but also to other assets used in the 
production or supply process.

Some properties comprise a portion that is held to earn rental or for capital appreciation and 
another portion that is held for use in the production and supply of goods and services or 
for administrative purposes.  If these portions can be sold separately (or leased out separately 
under finance lease), the Group accounts for the portions separately.  If the portions cannot 
be sold separately, the property is accounted for as investment property only if an insignificant 
portion is held for use in the production or supply of goods or services or for administrative 
purposes.  Judgment is applied in determining whether ancillary services are so significant 
that a property does not qualify as investment property.  The Group considers each property 
separately in making its judgment.

(d) Classification of Acquired Properties and Fair Value Determination of Non-current Assets Held-
for-Sale and Investment Properties

The Group classifies its acquired properties as Non-current Assets Held-for-Sale if expected 
that the properties will be recovered through sale rather than use, as Investment Properties if 
intended to be held for capital appreciation or for rental to others.  At initial recognition, the 
Group determines the fair value of the acquired properties through internally or externally 
generated appraisal.  The appraised value is determined based on the current economic and 
market conditions as well as the physical condition of the properties.

(e) Provisions and Contingencies

Judgment is exercised by management to distinguish between provisions and contingencies.  
Policies on recognition and disclosures of provisions and contingencies are discussed in Note 
2.11 and relevant disclosures are presented in Note 22.

3.02 Key Sources of Estimation Uncertainty

The following are the key assumptions concerning the future, and other key sources of estimation uncertainty 
at the end of each reporting period, that have a significant risk of causing a material adjustment to the 
carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next financial year.

(a) Estimating Useful Lives of Property and Equipment and Investment Properties

The Group estimates the useful lives of property and equipment and investment properties based on the 
period over which the assets are expected to be available for use.  The estimated useful lives of property 
and equipment and investment properties are reviewed periodically and are updated if expectations 
differ from previous estimates due to physical wear and tear, technical or commercial obsolescence and 
legal or other limits on the use of the assets.  The carrying amounts of property and equipment, and 
investment properties are presented in Notes 9 and 10, respectively.  Based on management’s assessment 
as of December 31, 2012, there is no change in estimated useful lives of property and equipment and 
investment properties during the year.  Actual results, however, may vary due to changes in estimates 
brought about by changes in factors mentioned above.  

(b) Determining Allowance for Impairment of Loans and Other Receivables

Allowance is made for specific and groups of accounts, where objective evidence of impairment exists.  The 
Group evaluates these accounts based on available facts and circumstances, including, but not limited to, 
the length of the Group’s relationship with the customers, the customers’ current credit status based on third 
party credit reports and known market forces, average age of accounts, collection experience and historical loss 
experience.  The Group also considers the loan loss provisioning requirements of the BSP and The Financing 
Company Act.

The carrying value of loans and other receivables and the analysis of allowance for impairment on such 
financial assets are shown in Note 8.

(c) Evaluating Realizable Amount of Deferred Tax Assets

The Group reviews its deferred tax assets at each reporting date and reduces the carrying amount to 
the extent that it is no longer probable that sufficient taxable profit will be available to allow all or 
part of the deferred tax asset to be utilized.  Management assessed that some of the deferred tax assets 
recognized as at December 31, 2012 and 2011 may not be fully utilized within the next two to three 
years.  Accordingly, in 2012, the Group partially derecognized its deferred tax asset arising from the 
setting up of general loan loss provision on loans and receivables.  The carrying value of the remaining 
deferred tax assets as of the end of 2012 and 2011 is disclosed in Note 20.

(d) Estimating Impairment of Non-financial Assets

The Group’s policy on estimating the impairment of non-financial assets is discussed in detail in Note 
2.18.  Though management believes that the assumptions used in the estimation of fair values reflected 
in the financial statements are appropriate and reasonable, significant changes in these assumptions may 
materially affect the assessment of recoverable values and any resulting impairment loss could have a 
material adverse effect on the results of operations.

Impairment losses recognized on investment properties are presented in Note 10.
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(e) Determining Post-employment Defined Benefits

The determination of the Group’s obligation and cost of pension and other retirement 
benefits is dependent on the selection of certain assumptions used by actuaries in calculating 
such amounts.  Those assumptions include, among others, discount rates, expected return on 
plan assets and salary increase rate.  In accordance with PFRS, actual results that differ from 
the assumptions are accumulated and amortized over future periods and therefore, generally 
affect the expense and obligation to be recognized in such future periods.

The amounts of retirement benefit obligation and expense and an analysis of the movements 
in the estimated present value of retirement benefit obligation are presented in Note 18.02.

(f ) Measurement of Fair Value of Financial Assets and Liabilities

The Group adopted the amendments to PFRS 7, Improving Disclosures about Financial 
Instruments.  These amendments require the Group to present certain information about 
financial instruments measured at fair value in the statement of financial position.  

In accordance with this amendment, financial assets and liabilities measured at fair value in 
the statement of financial position are categorized in accordance with the fair value hierarchy.  
This hierarchy groups financial assets and liabilities into three levels based on the significance 
of inputs used in measuring the fair value of the financial assets and liabilities.  The fair value 
hierarchy has the following levels:

•	 Level 1: quoted prices (unadjusted) in active m arkets for identical assets or liabilities;
•	 Level 2: inputs other than quoted prices included within Level 1 that are observable 

for the asset or liability, either directly (i.e. as prices) or indirectly (i.e. derived from 
prices); and

•	 Level 3: inputs for the asset or liability that are not based on observable market data 
(unobservable inputs). 

The level within which the financial asset or liability is classified is determined based on the 
lowest level of significant input to the fair value measurement.

As of December 31, 2012 and 2011, AFS financial asset is the only financial asset (nil for 
liabilities) measured at fair value in the statement of financial position and the value is 
determined under Level 1.  

The following table summarizes by category the carrying amounts and fair value of financial 
assets and liabilities.  Where fair value is presented, such fair value is determined based on 
valuation techniques described below.

  2012 
  Group     Parent 

  Cost   Fair Value   Cost   Fair Value 
   

  Cash and cash equivalents  P  69.4   P 69.4   P 63.5   P 63.5
  AFS financial assets   1,970.8    2,022.0    1,970.8    2,022.0  
 
  Loans and other receivables   17,245.0    18,303.9    17,242.3    18,301.2 
  Bills payable   12,697.0    12,620.9    12,531.4    12,474.6
  Accounts payable and 
   other liabilities   112.6    112.6    99.6    99.6  
 
  Lease deposits   3,312.9    3,171.2    3,280.3    3,127.6
     
      

  2011 
  Group     Parent 

  Cost   Fair Value   Cost   Fair Value 
   

  Cash and cash equivalents  P  87.7   P 87.7   P 86.3   P 86.3 
  AFS financial assets   1,969.8    2,043.1    1,969.8    2,043.1   
     
  Loans and other receivables   14,571.3    15,301.3    14,563.1    15,293.1   
   
  Bills payable   10,582.6    10,574.7    10,529.5    10,521.5
  Accounts payable and 
   other liabilities   152.3    152.3    144.2    144.2   
     
  Dividends payable   216.2    216.2    216.2    216.2
  Lease deposits   2,588.6    2,425.9    2,542.8    2,381.9

The methods and assumptions used by the Group in estimating the fair value of the financial 
instruments follow:

(i) Cash and cash equivalents
    

The fair values of cash and cash equivalents approximate carrying amounts given their 
short-term maturities.

(ii) AFS financial assets

The fair value of available-for-sale securities is determined by direct reference to published 
price quoted in an active market for traded securities.  
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(iii) Loans and other receivables

The estimated fair value of loans and other receivables represents the discounted amount 
of estimated future cash flow expected to be received.  Expected cash flows are discounted 
at current market rates to determine fair value.

(iv) Bills payable
 

The estimated fair value of bills payable represents the discounted amount of estimated 
future cash flows expected to be paid.  Expected cash flows are discounted at current 
market rates to determine fair value.

(v) Accounts payable and other liabilities

Fair values approximate carrying amounts given the short-term maturities of 
the liabilities. 

(vi) Lease deposits

Lease deposits are carried at amortized cost which represents the present value.

4. SEGMENT REPORTING

4.01 Business Segments

The Group is organized into different business units based on its products and services for 
purposes of management assessment of each unit.  For management purposes, the Group is 
organized into three major business segments, namely: leasing, financing and others.  These are 
also the basis of the Group in reporting to its chief operating decision-maker for its strategic 
decision-making activities.

The products under the leasing segment are the following:
•	 Operating leases; and
•	 Finance leases.

The products under the financing segment are the following:
•	 Amortized commercial loans;
•	 Amortized retail loans;
•	 Installment paper purchases;
•	 Floor stock financing; and
•	 Factoring of receivables.

The Group’s products and services are marketed in the Metro Manila head office and in its 
nine branches.

4.02 Segment Assets and Liabilities

Segment assets are allocated based on their use or direct association with a specific segment and 
they include all operating assets used by a segment and consist principally of operating cash, 
and loans and receivables, net of allowances and provisions.  Similar to segment assets, segment 
liabilities are also allocated based on their use or direct association with a specific segment.  
Segment liabilities include all operating liabilities and consist principally of accounts, wages, 
taxes currently payable and accrued liabilities.  Segment assets and liabilities do not include 
deferred taxes.

4.03 Intersegment Transactions

Intersegment transactions in 2012, 2011 and 2010 pertain to service fees charged by BDORI to 
the Parent Company.

4.04 Analysis of Segment Information

Segment information can be analyzed as follows:
     

       Leasing   Financing   Others   Eliminations   Group  
 For the year ended December 31, 2012

 Statement of Income

 Segment revenues  
 External   P 718.9 P 767.1 P 275.5 P -  P 1,761.5
 Inter-segment    -   -   8.4 (  8.4 )  - 
    718.9  767.1  283.9 (  8.4 )  1,761.5
 
 Segment expenses
 External     508.8  543.0  194.8  -   1,246.6
 Inter-segment    -   -   8.4 (  8.4 )  - 
    508.8  543.0  203.2 (  8.4 )  1,246.6
    
 Segment results   P 210.1 P 224.1 P 80.7 P -   514.9  
 
 Tax expense            (  112.6) 

 Net profit             P 402.3
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       Leasing   Financing   Others   Eliminations   Group  

December 31, 2012

Statement of Financial Position

 Segment assets   P 9,702.5 P 7,720.5 P -   P -  P 17,422.9
 Unallocated assets              3,312.6

 Total assets             P 20,735.5

 Segment liabilities   P 8,793.0 P 7,046.5 P -   P -  P 15,839.6
 Unallocated liabilities              261.6

 Total liabilities             P 16,101.2
 
 Other segment information: 
  Capital expenditures   P          327.5 P -        P 6.5  P -  P 334.0
  Depreciation and amortization        175.2  -   19.9   -   195.1
  Impairment losses    -   -   112.5   -   112.5  
               

 For the year ended December 31, 2011

 Statement of Income

 Segment revenues  
 External   P 685.2 P 714.3 P 238.8 P -  P 1,638.3
 Inter-segment    -   -   9.9 (  9.9 )  - 
     685.2  714.3  248.7 (  9.9 )  1,638.3

 Segment expenses
 External     524.4  546.7  182.7  -   1,253.8
 Inter-segment    -   -   9.9 (  9.9 )  - 
    524.4  546.7  192.6 (  9.9 )  1,253.8
    
 Segment results   P 160.8 P 167.6 P 56.1 P -   384.5  
 
 Tax expense            (  80.8 )
 
 Net profit             P 303.7

 December 31, 2011

 Statement of Financial Position

 Segment assets   P 7,159.6 P 7,841.0 P -   P -  P 15,000.6
 Unallocated assets              2,848.7

 Total assets             P 17,849.3

 Segment liabilities   P 8,082.0 P 4,926.5 P -   P -  P 13,008.5
 Unallocated liabilities              479.8

 Total liabilities             P 13,488.3
 
 Other segment information: 
  Capital expenditures   P          266.5 P -        P 4.2  P -  P 270.7
  Depreciation and amortization        237.0  -   64.5   -   301.4
  Impairment losses    -   -   139.1   -   139.1  
 

Segment expenses are allocated on the basis of gross income.
 

Net segment assets are comprised of the following:

                                   2012     
     Leasing      Financing  

   
  Receivables  P 7,279.0   P  8.086.4
  Residual value of leased assets    3,128.8     -    
  
  Unearned income  (                  919.5)  (                    168.3) 
  Client’s equity   -   (                      35.3) 
      9,488.3    7,882.8
  Equipment under lease   360.2    -  
      9,848.6    7,882.8
  Allowance for impairment  (                   146.1) (                    162.3) 

     P  9,702.5   P 7,720.5
   
                                      2011    
     Leasing      Financing  

   
  Receivables  P 5,042.5   P  8,210.1  
  Residual value of leased assets    2,367.0     -  
  Unearned income  (                  681.6)  (                    237.2) 
  Client’s equity   -   (                      52.9) 
      6,727.90    7,920.0 
  Equipment under lease   490.7    -   
      7,218.6    7,920.0
  Allowance for impairment  (                     59.0) (                      79.0) 

     P  7,159.6   P 7,841.0 
  

Bills payable to BDO Unibank amounting to P6,731.7 and P2,435.9 as of  December 31, 2012 
and 2011, respectively, is allocated between the leasing and financing segments based on the 
carrying amounts of receivables of these segments.  Deposits on lease amounting to P3,171.2 and 
P2,425.9 as of December 31, 2012 and 2011, respectively, are included in the leasing segment.

5. RISK MANAGEMENT 

Management of the Group’s credit risks, market risks, liquidity risks and operational risks is an 
essential part of the Group’s organizational structure and philosophy.  The risk management 
process is essentially a top-down process that emanates from the BOD.  The BOD approves the 
overall institutional tolerance risk, including risk policies and risk philosophy of the Group.
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The Company is exposed to a variety of financial risk which results from both its operating and 
investing activities.  The Company’s risk management is coordinated in close cooperation with 
the BOD, and focuses on actively securing the Company’s short-to-medium term cash flows by 
minimizing the exposure to financial markets.

The Group does not engage in the trading of financial assets for speculative purposes nor does it 
write options.  The most significant financial risks to which the Group is exposed to are described 
in the succeeding pages.

5.01 Foreign Exchange Risk

Most of the Group’s transactions are carried out in Philippine pesos, its functional currency.  
Exposures to currency exchange rates on financial assets arise from an insignificant portion of the 
Parent Company’s leasing and financing portfolio, cash and cash equivalents and lease deposits 
which are denominated in United States (U.S.) dollars.  

The Parent Company’s foreign-currency denominated financial assets and liabilities translated 
into Philippine pesos at the closing rate at December 31, 2012 and 2011 and Philippine peso-
denominated financial assets and liabilities as of December 31, 2012, and 2011 are as follows:

                2012       
 
            US     Philippine
            Dollar     Peso       Total 

Cash and cash equivalents      P 14.3   P  55.1   P  69.4
Loans and other receivables        -     17,245.0    17,245.0 
Lease deposits     (  11.5 ) (  3,159.7 ) (  3,171.2 )

         P 2.8   P 14,140.4   P 14,143.2
 
                2011       
 
            US     Philippine
            Dollar     Peso       Total 

Cash and cash equivalents      P 11.3   P  76.4   P  87.7
Loans and other receivables        -     14,571.3     14,571.3 
Lease deposits     (  10.9 ) (  2,415.0 ) (  2,425.9 )

         P 0.4   P 12,232.7   P 12,233.1

    

At December 31, 2012 and 2011, the currency exchange rates used to translate U.S. dollar 
denominated financial assets and liabilities to the Philippine pesos is approximately P41.05 and 
P43.84, respectively.

The following table illustrates the sensitivity of the net result for the year and equity with regard 
to the Group’s financial assets and financial liabilities and the U.S. dollar – Philippine peso 
exchange rate.  It assumes a +/-7.31% change, +/-16.18% change and +/-7.05% change of the 
Philippine peso/U.S. dollar exchange rate at December 31, 2012, 2011 and 2010, respectively.  
These percentages have been determined based on the average market volatility in exchange rates 
in the previous 12 months. The sensitivity analysis is based on the Group’s foreign currency 
financial instruments held at the end of each reporting period.

If the Philippine peso at December 31, 2012 and 2011 had strengthened against the U.S. dollar 
at the foregoing volatilities, then this would have the following impact (decrease) on the Group’s 
and the Parent Company’s financial statements:

        2012      2011   
 
  Profit before tax ( P 0.2 ) ( P  1.8 ) 
  Equity (  0.1 ) (   1.3 )  
 

If the Philippine peso at December 31, 2011, and 2010 had weakened against the U.S. dollar at 
the foregoing volatilities, then this would have the following impact (increase) on the Group’s and 
Parent Company’s financial statements:

        2012      2011   
 

  Profit before tax  P 0.2   P   1.8  
  Equity   0.1     1.3 

5.02 Interest Rate Risk

At December 31, 2012, and 2011, the Group is exposed to changes in market interest rates through its 
bills payable and a portion of BDO Leasing’s loans and other receivables, which are subject to periodic 
interest rate repricing.  All other financial assets and liabilities have fixed rates.

The Group follows a prudent policy on managing its assets and liabilities so as  
to ensure that exposure to fluctuations in interest rates are kept within acceptable limits.  The 
current composition of the Group’s assets and liabilities results in significant negative gap positions 
for repricing periods under one year.  Consequently, the Group is vulnerable to increases in 
market interest rates.  However, in consideration of the substantial net interest margins between 
the Group’s marginal funding cost and its interest-earning assets, and favorable lease and 
financing terms which allow the Group to reprice annually, and to reprice at anytime in response 
to extraordinary fluctuations in interest rates, the Group believes that the adverse impact of any 
interest rate increase would be limited.
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In addition, during periods of declining interest rates, the existence of a negative gap position 
favorably impacts the Group.

The following table illustrates the sensitivity of the net result for the year and equity to a reasonably 
possible change in interest rates for bills payable of +/-3.45% at December 31, 2012 and +/-
4.03% at December 31, 2011 to a reasonably possible change in interest rates for loans and other 
receivables of +/-6.15% at December 31, 2012 and+/-10.17% at December 31, 2011.  These 
changes are considered to be reasonably possible based on observation of current market conditions 
for the past 12 months.  The calculations are based on the Group’s financial instruments held at 
the end of each reporting period.  All other variables are held constant. 

                    2012   
  Loans and other receivables   +6.15%     -6.15%
  Bills payable   +3.45%     -3.45%

 Group 
   Increase (decrease) in:    
    Profit before tax   P  13.7  ( P  13.7 )
    Equity    9.6  (   9.6 )

 Parent Company 
   Increase (decrease) in:    
    Profit before tax   P  12.8  ( P  12.8 )
    Equity    9.0  (   9.0 )

                    2011   
  Loans and other receivables   +10.17%     -10.17%
  Bills payable   +4.03%     -4.03%

Parent Company 
   Increase (decrease) in:    
    Profit before tax   P  12.4  ( P  12.4 )
    Equity    8.7  (   8.7 )

 Parent Company
   Increase (decrease) in:    
    Profit before tax   P  12.3  ( P  12.3 )
    Equity    8.6  (   8.6 )

5.03 Credit Risk

Credit risk is the risk that one party to a financial instrument will fail to discharge an obligation 
and cause the other party to incur a financial loss.  The Group manages credit risk by setting limits 
for individual borrowers, and groups of borrowers and industry segments.  The Group maintains 
a general policy of avoiding excessive exposure in any particular sector of the Philippine economy.

The Group actively seeks to increase its exposure in industry sectors which it believes possess 
attractive growth opportunities.  Conversely, it actively seeks to reduce its exposure in industry 
sectors where growth potential is minimal.  

Although the Group’s leasing and financing portfolio is composed of transactions with a 
wide variety of businesses, the results of operation and financial condition of the Group may 
be adversely affected by any downturn in these sectors as well as in the Philippine economy 
in general.

Concentrations arise when a number of counterparties are engaged in similar business activities, or 
activities in the same geographic region, or have similar economic features that would cause their 
ability to meet contractual obligations to be similarly affected by changes in economic, political 
or other conditions. Concentrations indicate the relative sensitivity of the Group’s performance 
to developments affecting a particular industry or geographic location. 
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The concentration of credit risk for the Group and the Parent Company follows:

 Group   
          2012  
        Cash and     Loans and 
        Cash     Other 
           Equivalents         Receivables   

   Concentration by sector:           
  Financial intermediaries       P  69.4   P         1,537.9 
  Manufacturing        -                2,685.1   
  Transportation,           
          communication
   and energy        -                 2,717.0   
  Wholesale and retail trade           
   and personal activities        -                 2,142.4
       Real estate, renting and          
   business activities        -                 4,328.1

   Agriculture, fishing           
   and forestry        -                    263.1
       Other community, social           
   and personal activities         -                3,571.6

         P        69.4   P       17,245.0 
     
          2011  
        Cash and     Loans and 
        Cash     Other 
        Equivalents     Receivables 

   Concentration by sector:           
  Financial intermediaries       P        87.7     P           1,546.8    
  Manufacturing        -                 2,670.1
  Transportation,           
          communication
   and energy        -                3,114.7    
  Wholesale and retail trade           
   and personal activities        -                1,858.9
       Real estate, renting and          
   business activities        -                1,970.7

   Agriculture, fishing           
   and forestry        -                    443.8
       Other community, social           
   and personal activities         -                2,966.3

         P        87.7   P        14,571.3 

   

Parent Company   
  

          2012  
        Cash and     Loans and 
        Cash     Other 
          Equivalents       Receivables 

   Concentration by sector:           
  Financial intermediaries       P               63.5      P         1,537.9
  Manufacturing        -                2,685.1    
  Transportation,           
          communication
   and energy        -                 2,717.0    
  Wholesale and retail trade           
   and personal activities        -                 2,142.4
       Real estate, renting and          
   business activities        -                 4,328.1

   Agriculture, fishing           
   and forestry        -                    263.1       
  Other community, social           
   and personal activities         -                  3,568.9

         P               63.5     P  17,242.3

          2011  
        Cash and     Loans and 
        Cash     Other 
        Equivalents     Receivables 

   Concentration by sector:           
  Financial intermediaries       P 86.3   P  1,546.8
  Manufacturing        -      2,670.1
  Transportation,            
          communication
   and energy        -      3,114.7
  Wholesale and retail trade           

   and personal activities        -      1,858.9
        Real estate, renting and            

   business activities        -      1,970.7
   Agriculture, fishing           

   and forestry        -      443.8
       Other community, social           
   and personal activities        -     2,958.1

         P        86.3   P 14,563.1 
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The carrying amount of loans and receivables recorded in the Group financial statements 
represents the Group’s maximum exposure to credit risk without taking into account the value of 
any collateral obtained.  

                           2012     
   
     Carrying amount      P  17,245.0 
  
     Individually impaired 
     Grade C: Impaired       11.3  
     Grade D: Impaired        145.8 
     Grade E: Impaired        97.6 
     Grade F:  Impaired        56.3 
     Gross amount        311.1  
     Allowance for impairment     (           126.9)
     Carrying amount        184.1 
        
     Past due but not impaired           
         Aging of past due     
      30-60 days        -  
      61-90 days        -  
      91-180 days        -   
           More than 180 days        -  
     Carrying amount        -  
        

        Neither past due nor impaired 
        Grades A to C        17,060.9 

         Total carrying amount      P    17,245.0

    
                           2011     
        
     Carrying amount      P  14,571.3 
  
     Individually impaired     
     Grade D: Impaired        256.3 
     Grade E: Impaired        98.9 
     Grade F:  Impaired        56.3 
     Gross amount        411.5  
     Allowance for impairment      (                             285.1)
     Carrying amount        126.4 
            
     Past due but not impaired         
         Aging of past due     
      30-60 days         9.5 
      61-90 days         0.3 
      91-180 days         0.5  
           More than 180 days         0.3 
     Carrying amount         10.6 
            

        Neither past due nor impaired 
         Grades A to C        14,434.3 
     
     Total carrying amount      P  14,571.3 

Based on certain factors, loans and other financial assets with credit risk are assigned a specific 
grade.  Grade A loans are considered to have very strong credits where the Group considers 
the default rate or credit risk to be very low.  Grades B and C loans fall under the standard to 
substandard categories and have general acceptability as to credit risk.  Grades D to F pertain to 
loans and other financial assets which were determined to be impaired.  

The credit risk for cash and cash equivalents is considered negligible, since the counterparties are 
reputable banks with high quality external credit ratings.

The carrying value of loans and receivables whose terms have been renegotiated amounted to 
P31.1 and P46.7 as of December 31, 2012 and 2011, respectively. 

The Group holds collateral against loans and other receivables in the form of mortgage interests over 
real and personal properties.  Estimates of fair value are based on the value of collateral assessed at 
the time of borrowing, and are periodically updated especially when a loan is individually assessed 
as impaired.  Collateral is not held against available-for-sale securities, and no such collateral was 
held at December 31, 2012 and 2011.

An estimate of the fair value of collateral and other security enhancements held against loans and 
other receivables that are not impaired as of December 31, 2012 and 2011 is shown below.

      2012     2011   

   Against past due but 
     not impaired          
  Real property  P 8.3    P 1.1   
  Personal property   274.8    7.5  
             Against neither past due but 
    not impaired              
  Real property   619.0    342.9   
  Personal property   12,230.2    9,895.3  
 
    P 13,132.3   P 10,246.8  
 

An estimate of the fair value of collateral and other security enhancements held against loans and 
other receivables that are impaired as of December 31, 2012 and 2011 is shown below.

      2012     2011   

     Real property  P 675.9   P 417.5  
     Personal property   12,973.6    10,661.0  

      P 13,649.5   P 11,078.5  

The fair value of these collaterals somehow mitigates the credit risk to which the Group is 
exposed to.
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The Group’s manner of disposing the collateral for impaired loans and receivables is normally 
through sale of these assets after foreclosure proceedings have taken place.

Aside from the foregoing, there are no other credit enhancements on the Group’s financial assets 
held as of December 31, 2012 and 2011.

5.04 Liquidity Risk

The primary business of financing companies entails the borrowing and relending of funds.  
Consequently, financing companies are subject to substantial leverage, and are therefore exposed 
to the potential financial risks that accompany borrowing.

The Group expects that its continued asset expansion will result in higher funding 
requirements in the future.  Like most financing companies in the Philippines,  
the Group does not have a license to engage in quasi-banking function, and as 
such, it is precluded from engaging in deposit-taking activities.  In addition, it is 
precluded under the General Banking Act from incurring borrowings from more than  
19 lenders at any one time, which to some extent, restricts its access to the public debt markets.

The Group believes that it currently has adequate debt funding from banks, other financial 
institutions, and through the issuance of Short-Term Commercial Papers (STCPs).  The Group 
currently has a license from the SEC to issue P15.0 billion STCPs.  The SEC granted the license 
related to the P15.0 billion STCP on December 10, 2012.

The Group manages its liquidity needs by carefully monitoring scheduled debt servicing 
payments for short-term and long-term financial liabilities as well as cash outflows due in its 
day-to-day business.

    One to       Three   One to     More    
    Three            Months to   Three                than Three    

    Months   One Year           Years                  Years                      Total 

2012

Group

Financial assets 
 Cash and cash equivalents  P 69.4   P -   P -   P -    P 69.4    
 Available-for-sale financial assets   2,022.0    -     -     -           2,022.0  
 Loans and other receivables   2,158.6    3,558.1        7,190.8         4,337.5        17,245.0    
 
       P 4,250.0   P 3,558.1    P   7,190.8   P 4,337.5    P 19,336.4 

 
Financial liabilities 
 Bills payable    P 10,819.7    P 1,547.5   P   329.3   P        0.5    P 12,697.0     
 Accounts payable and   
  other liabilities   101.4            7.6             3.6         -         112.6  
   Lease deposits    370.8        558.0        1,613.0        629.4     3,171.2    
 
             P 11,291.9   P  2,113.1  P  1,945.9     P     629.9    P 15,980.8    

      
Parent Company

Financial assets 
 Cash and cash equivalents  P 63.5   P -    P -   P -     P 63.5 
 Available-for-sale financial assets   2,022.0         -     -     -             2,022.0
 Loans and other receivables   2,155.9    3,558.1    7,190.8         4,337.5        17,242.3 

    P 4,241.4   P  3,558.1    P     7,190.8  P   4,337.5    P 19,327.8 

 
Financial liabilities 
 Bills payable    P 10,654.1    P 1,547.5   P 329.3   P           0.5    P 12,531.4    
 
 Accounts payable and   
      other liabilities   88.4           7.6             3.6                -      99.6 
 Lease deposits   355.5       543.7        1,599.0           629.4             3,127.6    
 
            P 11,098.0   P  2,098.8   P  1,931.9     P      629.9    P     15,758.6  

Presented below are the financial assets and liabilities as of December 31, 2012 and 2011 analyzed 
according to when these are expected to be recovered or settled.  

DECEMBER 31, 2012, 2011 AND 2010
(Amounts in Millions of Philippine Pesos, Except Per Share Data,
Exchange Rates and As Indicated)

NOTES TO FINANCIAL 
STATEMENTS
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    One to    Three   One to    More    
    Three   Months to   Three   than Three    

    Months   One Year   Years   Years   Total 

2011

Group
Financial assets 
 Cash and cash equivalents  P   87.7   P -    P -   P -    P   87.7   
 Available-for-sale financial assets        2,043.1     -     -     -          2,043.1    
       Loans and other receivables   1,682.10            3,178.6       6,520.5           3,190.1           14,571.3 

    P     3,812.9   P   3,178.6   P  6,520.5   P      3,190.1    P   16,702.1 

 
Financial liabilities 
 Bills payable   P    9,453.0    P  1,128.7    P       0.9   P -    P  10,582.6    
 Accounts payable and   
   other liabilities        90.3         52.0                 6.0                    4.0                152.3  
         Lease deposits        405.1         421.6       1,206.2              393.0             2,425.9  
 
           P    9,948.4   P    1,602.3   P  1,213.1    P          397.0      P   13,160.8  

      
Parent Company
Financial assets 
 Cash and cash equivalents  P      86.3    P -    P -   P -    P 86.3 
 Available-for-sale financial assets           2,043.1    -     -     -            2,043.1      
       Loans and other receivables         1,673.9         3,178.6        6,520.5            3,190.1          14,563.1 

    P   3,803.3   P  3,178.6   P  6,520.5   P      3,190.1   P    16,692 .5

 
Financial liabilities 
 Bills payable   P  9,399.9    P   1,128.7        P         0.9   P -    P   10,529.5    
 Accounts payable and   
   other liabilities        82.0                 52.0            6.0                    4.2                144.2   
   Lease deposits        405.2              421.6        1,206.2              348.9            2,381.9    
  

                P          9,887.1    P      1,602.3    P   1,213.1      P          353.1      P     13,055.6

5.05 Price Risk

The Group is exposed to the changes in the market values of AFS financial assets held as of 
December 31, 2012 and 2011.  The Group manages its risk by identifying, analyzing and 
measuring relevant or likely market price risks.  To manage its price risk arising from its AFS 
financial assets, the Group does not concentrate its investment in any single counterparty.

If the prices of AFS financial assets changed by +/-2.12% in 2012, then other comprehensive 
income would have increased/decreased by P42.9.  If the prices of AFS financial assets changed by 
+/-2.13% in 2011, then other comprehensive income would have increased/decreased by P26.9.  
The analysis is based on the assumption on the change of the correlated equity indices, with all 
other variables held constant.

6. CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

Cash and cash equivalents include the following components as of December 31:

  Group     Parent 
  2012   2011   2012   2011 

  Cash on hand and in banks  P 53.2   P 73.2   P 47.3   P 71.8
              Cash equivalents   16.2    14.5    16.2    14.5

       P 69.4   P 87.7   P 63.5   P 86.3

     
Cash in banks earn interest at rates based on daily bank deposit rates.  Cash equivalents represent 
a special savings account and time deposit with annual interest rates ranging from 1.0% to 4.0% 
in 2012 and 1.0% to 4.5% in 2011.

7. AVAILABLE-FOR-SALE FINANCIAL ASSETS

The composition of available-for-sale financial assets for the Group and the Parent Company as 
of December 31 pertains to the following:

      2012     2011  

     San Miguel Corporation 
  preferred shares  P 1,270.0   P 1,270.0

     First Gen Corp. Series “F” 
  preferred shares   700.0     700.0

     Club shares and 
  other equity investments   0.8    0.8
      1,970.8    1,970.8

     Accumulated unrealized fair
   value gains   51.2    72.3

    P 2,022.0   P 2,043.1

DECEMBER 31, 2012, 2011 AND 2010
(Amounts in Millions of Philippine Pesos, Except Per Share Data,
Exchange Rates and As Indicated)

NOTES TO FINANCIAL 
STATEMENTS

The Group and the Parent Company’s maturing financial liabilities within the one to three month 
period pertain to bills payable due to various private entities and individuals.  Maturing bills 
payable are usually settled through repayments.  When maturing financial assets are not sufficient 
to cover the related maturing financial liabilities, bills payable and other currently maturing 
financial liabilities are rolled over/refinanced or are settled by entering into new borrowing 
arrangements with other counterparties.                                           
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In August 2011, the Group acquired 7,000,000 perpetual Series “F” preferred shares issued by 
First Gen Corp. (First Gen shares) at P100 per share.  The First Gen shares carry an interest rate 
of 8% per annum and are cumulative, non-voting, non-participating and non-convertible.  On 
the seventh anniversary of the issue date or any dividend payment thereafter, First Gen shall have 
the option, but not the obligation to redeem all of the First Gen preferred shares outstanding.  
The First Gen shares were listed on November 15, 2011.  As of December 31, 2012 and 2011, 
the closing price of the First Gen shares is at P108 and P100 per share, respectively.  Accordingly, 
the Group recognized unrealized fair value gains on its investment in First Gen preferred shares 
of P52.2 in 2012, net of P3.8 deferred stock transaction tax, based on 1/2 of 1% of the total 
market value of P756.0 as of December 31, 2012.  There was no unrealized fair value gain or loss 
recognized in 2011.

The SMC preferred shares (the SMC shares) represent 16.9 million preferred shares listed at the 
PSE issued by San Miguel Corporation and bear annual interest at 8%.  The shares closed at the 
price of P74.5 and P79.30 per share as of December 31, 2012 and 2011, respectively.  Thus, 
the Company recognized unrealized fair value loss of P20.9 in 2012 and P184.1 in 2011 on the 
statement of comprehensive income, net of deferred stock transaction tax at 1/2 of 1% of the 
total market value of P2,022.0 and P2,043.1 or P10.1 and P10.2, as of December 31, 2012 and 
2011, respectively.  The unrealized fair value gain amounting to P4.1 and P62.0 is included under 
Unrealized Fair Value Gain on Available-for-Sale Financial Assets account in the statements of 
financial position while the deferred stock transaction tax amounting to P10.1 and P10.2 was 
recognized in Other Comprehensive Income and as part of Deferred Tax Liabilities account as of 
December 31, 2012 and 2011, respectively (see Note 20).  

Club shares and other equity investments, consisting of Philippine Long Distance Telephone 
Co. (PLDT) preferred and golf and country club shares of stock, have fair values of P0.3 as of 
December 31, 2012 and 2011.

8. LOANS AND OTHER RECEIVABLES

This account consists of the following:

  Group     Parent 
  2012   2011   2012   2011 

              Receivable from customers:
 Finance lease receivables  P  7,279.0   P 5,042.5   P 7,279.0   P  5,042.5   
  Residual value of leased 
  assets   3,128.8    2,367.0    3,128.8    2,367.0 
 Unearned leased income (  919.5 ) (  681.6 ) (  919.5 )  ( 681.6 )

      9,488.3    6,727.9    9,488.3    6,727.9 

 Loans and receivables   
  financed    8,086.4    8,210.1    8,086.4    8,210.1 
 Unearned finance income (  168.2 ) (  237.3 ) (  168.1 )  ( 237.1 )
 Client’s equity (  35.3 ) (  52.9 ) (  35.3 )  ( 52.9 )

      7,882.9    7,919.9    7,883.0    7,920.1 

  
              Other receivables:

 Accrued interest receivable   102.9    83.6    102.9    83.6 
 Dividends receivable   51.4    73.5    51.4    73.5 
 Sales contract receivable   16.5    23.0    16.5    23.0 
 Accounts receivable     12.3    26.2    11.7    20.1 
 Accrued rental receivable    2.2     2.3    -     -  
  
      185.3    208.6    182.5    200.2 

Total    17,556.5    14,856.4    17,553.8    14,848.2 
Allowance for impairment (  311.5 ) (  285.1 ) (  311.5 )  ( 285.1 )

     P 17,245.0   P 14,571.3   P 17,242.3   P 14,563.1 
   

As of December 31, 2012 and 2011, 88% and 97%, respectively, of the total receivables from 
customers of the Group are subject to periodic interest repricing.  Remaining receivables from 
customers earn annual fixed interest rates ranging from   6.5% to 30% in 2012 and 6% to 30% 
in 2011.

 Interest income on receivables pertaining to the residual value of assets under finance lease accrued 
using the effective interest method amounted to P1.9, P3.4, and P6.0 in 2012, 2011 and 2010, 
respectively, and is presented as part of Interest and Discounts in the Group and Parent Company 
statements of comprehensive income.

DECEMBER 31, 2012, 2011 AND 2010
(Amounts in Millions of Philippine Pesos, Except Per Share Data,
Exchange Rates and As Indicated)

NOTES TO FINANCIAL 
STATEMENTS
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The changes in the allowance for impairment for the Group and the Parent Company are 
summarized below. 

            2012     2011     2010  

  Balance at beginning of year      P 285.1   P 234.3   P 184.3 
  Impairment losses during 
   the year       87.3    117.1    99.0 
              Accounts written off      ( 60.9 )  ( 66.3) (  49.0 ) 
 
 Balance at end of year      P 311.5    P 285.1   P 234.3 

9. PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT

The gross carrying amounts and accumulated depreciation and amortization of property and 
equipment at the beginning and end of 2012 and 2011 are shown below.

    
                                                     Transportation  Furniture,     

  and Other   Fixtures   Leasehold    
  Equipment   and Others    Improvements         Total 

 Group

 December 31, 2012
 Cost     P 1,128.8   P 28.0   P 25.5   P 1,182.3
 Accumulated depreciation 
  and amortization    (               496.1)   (                 22.2)    ( 20.3)    (                538.6)

 Net carrying amount    P 632.7   P 5.8     P  5.2   P              643.7

    December 31, 2011
 Cost     P 854.5   P 25.8   P 23.8   P 904.1
 Accumulated depreciation 
  and amortization    (              363.8 )  (                21.1 )   (                 16.0 )   (                400.9)

 Net carrying amount   P 490.7   P 4.7   P                  7.8    P               503.2

January 1, 2011
 Cost     P 2,855.4   P 22.5   P 24.9   P 2,902.8
 Accumulated depreciation 
  and amortization    (            2,016.4)  (       15.6 )  (                 13.9)    (             2,045.9)

 Net carrying amount   P 839.0   P 6.9   P 11.0   P               856.9

                                                         Furniture,      
     Fixtures      Leasehold    
     and Others   Improvements   Total  
 
Parent Company 

 December 31, 2012
 Cost        P 27.9   P 25.5   P 53.4
 Accumulated depreciation 
  and amortization      (  22.2 ) (  20.3 ) (  42.5 )

 Net carrying amount       P 5.7   P 5.2   P 10.9

    December 31, 2011
 Cost        P 25.8   P 23.8   P 49.6
 Accumulated depreciation 
  and amortization      (  21.1 ) (  16.0 ) (  37.1 )

 Net carrying amount       P 4.7   P 7.8   P 12.5

 January 1, 2011
 Cost        P 22.5   P 24.9   P 47.4
 Accumulated depreciation 
  and amortization      (  15.6 ) (  13.9 ) (  29.5 )

 Net carrying amount       P 6.9   P 11.0   P 17.9

A reconciliation of the carrying amounts of property and equipment at the beginning and end of 
2012 and 2011 is shown below.

                                                                 Transportation   Furniture,      
  and Other   Fixtures   Leasehold    
  Equipment   and Others   Improvements   Total 

 Group

 Balance at January 1, 2012,
  net of accumulated 
  depreciation and 
  amortization  P  490.7   P  4.7   P  7.8   P  503.2
 Additions   327.4    4.9    1.7    334.0  
      Disposals (  10.2 )   -     -    ( 10.2)
 Depreciation 

 and amortization charges
    for the year (  175.2 )  (  3.8 ) (  4.3 )  (  183.3 )

          Balance at 
     December 31, 2012, 
  net of accumulated 
       depreciation and 
     amortization  P 632.7   P 5.8   P 5.2   P 643.7

Balance at January 1, 2011,
  net of accumulated 
  depreciation and 
  amortization  P  839.0   P  6.9   P  11.0   P  856.9
 Additions   266.5    3.3    0.9    270.7
      Disposals (  377.8 )   -     -   (  377.8 )

 Depreciation 
 and amortization charges
    for the year (  237.0 ) (  5.5 ) (  4.1 ) (  246.6 )

          Balance at 
     December 31, 2011, 
  net of accumulated 
       depreciation and 
     amortization  P 490.7   P 4.7   P 7.8   P 503.2

        

DECEMBER 31, 2012, 2011 AND 2010
(Amounts in Millions of Philippine Pesos, Except Per Share Data,
Exchange Rates and As Indicated)
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                                                             Furniture,      
     Fixtures   Leasehold    
     and Others   Improvements   Total 

            Parent Company 

 Balance at January 1, 2012,
 net of accumulated 
 depreciation and 
 amortization       P  4.7   P 7.8   P  12.5 
 Additions         4.8    1.7    6.5
 Depreciation 

and amortization charges
for the year       ( 3.8 )   (                      4.3)    (                       8.1)

          Balance at 
 December 31, 2012, 
 net of accumulated 
   depreciation and 
 amortization       P 5.7   P 5.2   P                   10.9
                                         
                     Furniture,      

     Fixtures   Leasehold    
     and Others   Improvements   Total 

 Balance at January 1, 2011,
 net of accumulated 
 depreciation and 
 amortization       P   6.9   P 11.0   P  17.9
 Additions         3.3    0.9    4.2
 Depreciation 

and amortization charges
for the year       ( 5.5  )   (                      4.1 )    (                      9.6 )

          Balance at 
 December 31, 2011, 
 net of accumulated 
   depreciation and 
 amortization       P 4.7   P 7.8   P 12.5

The cost of fully depreciated assets that are still being used in operations amounted to P65.7 and 
P85.8 for the Group as of December 31, 2012 and 2011, respectively, and P1.7 and 9.2 for the 
Parent Company as of December 31, 2012 and 2011, respectively.

Depreciation and amortization charges for 2012 and 2011 are included as part of Occupancy and 
Equipment-related Expenses account in the statements of comprehensive income.

As of December 31, 2012 and 2011, the net book value of transportation and other equipment 
leased out by the Group (nil for the Parent Company) under operating lease arrangements 
amounted to P632.7 and P490.7, respectively.

In 2012, the Group disposed of certain transportation equipment with carrying value of P10.2, 
resulting to gain on sale of P3.6.  In 2011, the Group disposed of various transportation equipment 
with carrying value of P377.8 resulting to gain on sale of P5.1.  This gain is offset against the 
loss on disposal in connection with BDORI’s preterminated lease contract as discussed in the 
succeeding paragraph.  

Also, in 2011, BDO Rental’s lease contract with a lessee was terminated earlier than the original 
term stated in the agreement.  BDO Rental recognized pretermination income amounting to 
P18.7 arising from the said transaction and loss on disposal of the related asset amounting to 
P31.2.  The amount of pretermination income is included under Miscellaneous Income account 
(see Note 16) while the loss on disposal is included under Other Costs and Operating Expenses 
account in the 2011 statement of comprehensive income.

10. INVESTMENT PROPERTIES

Investment properties include land and building and improvements held for rentals and capital 
appreciation.

The carrying amounts and accumulated depreciation at the beginning and end of 2012 and 2011 
in the Group and Parent Company financial statements are shown below.

                                                                                       
                        Building and   
                 Land       Improvements               Total 

December 31, 2012
 Cost        P  389.6   P  105.3      P  494.9
 Accumulated depreciation       -   (   59.2 )    (   59.2 )
    Accumulated impairment     (  54.9 ) (   1.3 )    (  56.2 )

   Net carrying amount      P  334.7   P  44.8    P  379.5
                     

December 31, 2011
 Cost        P  461.1   P  109.4   P  570.5
 Accumulated depreciation       -   (   50.0 )   (   50.0 )
    Accumulated impairment     (  40.2 ) (   51.4 )   (   91.6 )

   Net carrying amount      P 420.9   P 8.0   P 428.9

January 1, 2011 
 Cost        P  690.1   P  128.6   P  818.7
 Accumulated depreciation       -   (   45.5 )  (    45.5 )
    Accumulated impairment     (  41.5 ) (   30.4 )  (    71.9 )

   Net carrying amount      P  648.6   P  52.7   P  701.3
   

DECEMBER 31, 2012, 2011 AND 2010
(Amounts in Millions of Philippine Pesos, Except Per Share Data,
Exchange Rates and As Indicated)
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A reconciliation of the carrying amounts at the beginning and end of 2012 and 2011 of investment 
properties in the Group and Parent Company financial statements is shown below.

   
                                      
                       Building and   
                 Land     Improvements            Total     

 Balance at January 1, 2012,
 net of accumulated 
 depreciation and
 impairment       P                   420.9    P 8.0     P                  428.9 
Additions                1.4          76.4                           77.8   
  
Disposals          (                      72.9)    (       17.3 )    (                    90.2  )  
 
Depreciation and 
 amortization charges
 for the year        -       (  11.8 )     (  11.8 )
Impairment losses during the year     (          14.7)    (  10.5 )     (  25.2 )

 Balance at
 December 31, 2012,
 net of accumulated 
 depreciation and  
 impairment      P                 334.7    P 44.8     P                 379.5 

                             
                      Building and   
                 Land       Improvements              Total    

 Balance at January 1, 2011,
 net of accumulated 
 depreciation and
 impairment        P 648.6     P 52.7      P 701.3
Additions          93.1    13.9    107.0   
  
Disposals           (                   346.4 )     (  8.8 )     (                355.2 )  
Reclassifications             25.6        (  7.3 )         18.3    
 
Depreciation and 
 amortization charges
 for the year         -         (  20.5 )     (         20.5 )
Impairment losses during the year                   -       (  22.0 )     (         22.0 )

 Balance at
 December 31, 2011,
 net of accumulated 
 depreciation and  
 impairment      P 420.9     P 8.0             P  428.9

The appraised values of the investment properties as of December 31, 2012 and 2011 follow:

      2012     2011 

 Land    P  748.9    P  633.4
 Building and improvements    127.4     155.3  

     P  876.3   P  788.7

Fair values have been determined based on valuations made by independent and/or in-house 
appraisers, which are market value for land and building and related improvements and 
reproduction cost for certain building and improvements.  Valuations were derived on the basis 
of recent sales of similar properties in the same area as the investment properties and taking into 
account the economic conditions prevailing at the time the valuations were made.  In addition, 
there are certain significant assumptions that are considered in the valuation of these properties, 
based on the following: (a) extent, character and utility of the properties; (b) sales or listing 
of prices for similar properties; (c) highest and best use of the property; and (d) accumulated 
depreciation for depreciable properties.  Internal appraisals were made for all properties with 
book value of P5 or less, while external appraisals were made for all properties with book value 
exceeding P5. 

Direct operating expenses incurred on investment properties recognized in profit or loss are 
insignificant.

Gain on sale of investment properties included under Gain on sale of property and equipment 
and investment properties as part of Other Income amounted to P51.5, P40.4 and P12.4 in 
2012, 2011 and 2010, respectively (see Note 16).

11. OTHER ASSETS

Other assets consist of the following:

  Group     Parent Company 
  Note   2012   2011   2012   2011 

  Prepaid expenses  P 107.3   P  99.4   P 21.6   P 15.7
  Non-current assets 
   held-for-sale – net   94.4    -     94.4    -
  Deferred input 
   value-added tax (VAT)   65.3     46.7    -     - 
  Retirement benefit asset 18   61.9    -     61.9    -  
  Repossessed chattels 
   and other 
   equipment - net   29.2    65.9    29.2     65.9 
  Investment in a subsidiary   -     -      400.0     400.0
  Miscellaneous - net    17.8     3.1     16.2     3.0

                    P 375.9   P 215.1   P 623.3   P 484.6

DECEMBER 31, 2012, 2011 AND 2010
(Amounts in Millions of Philippine Pesos, Except Per Share Data,
Exchange Rates and As Indicated)

NOTES TO FINANCIAL 
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In 2102, the Group reclassified certain repossessed chattel and other equipment to non-current 
assets held-for-sale.  All chattel and personal properties repossessed in 2012 were also recognized 
by the Group as assets held-for-sale.  Management intends to dispose of these properties within 
one year from the date of reclassification.  These properties are carried at the lower of cost and 
fair value less cost to sell.  The cost of these properties amounted to P150.9, less allowance for 
impairment recognized amounting to P56.5 as of December 31, 2012.

The gross carrying amounts and accumulated depreciation of repossessed chattels and other 
equipment are shown below.

      2012     2011 

        Cost    P  56.1     P  122.0 
        Accumulated depreciation (         26.9)   (         56.1) 

     P  29.2   P  65.9 

A reconciliation of the carrying amounts of repossessed chattels and other equipment at the 
beginning and end of 2012 and 2011 is shown below.

      2012     2011 

Balance at January 1, net of
             accumulated depreciation  P   65.9    P  46.4 
       Reclassifications to held-for-sale  (                        9.8)   -  
       Additions   -       60.2
       Disposals   -    (                       6.4) 
       Depreciation charges for the year (                     26.9)   (                     34.3) 

       Balance at December 31, net of
       accumulated depreciation  P 29.2   P 65.9 

No impairment loss was recognized on repossessed chattels and other equipment in 2012, 2011 
and 2010.

Deferred input VAT pertains to the VAT due or paid by the Group on purchases of capital assets 
for lease in the ordinary course of business wherein the application against the output VAT is 
amortized over a period of 60 months.  

Investment in a subsidiary represents 100% ownership of the Parent Company in BDO Rental.

12. BILLS PAYABLE

This account consists of borrowings from: 

  Group     Parent 
  2012   2011   2012            2011 

Banks   P     10,376.5    P 2,489.0    P 10,211.3     P 2,435.9
Others    2,291.9    8,086.0    2,291.9    8,086.0
Accrued interest   28.6     7.6       28.2      7.6

     P 12,697.0    P 10,582.6    P 12,531.4     P 10,529.5

  
Bills payable to banks represent peso borrowings from local banks (including BDO Unibank 
as of December 31, 2012 and 2011 – see Note 19), with annual interest rates ranging from 
3.5% to 6.9% in 2012 and 4.0% to  4.25% in 2011.  As of December 31, 2012 and 2011, 
bills payable - others represent short-term notes issued to individual and corporate investors, 
with annual interest rates ranging from 3.5% to 4.0% and 3.6% to 4.1%, respectively.  These 
rates approximate prevailing market rates.  As of December 31, 2012, bills payable amounting 
to P1,696.0 are secured by the Group’s AFS financial assets amounting to P1,970.0 and certain 
loans receivables with carrying amount of P362.4.  

Interest and financing charges consist of interest on:
   

                 Group      
        Note     2012     2011     2010 

Bills payable - banks      P 134.9   P 95.7   P 28.0
Bills payable - others       322.2    280.0    266.0
Amortization on lease deposits   14     4.5    12.0    36.9
      
             P 461.6   P 387.7   P 330.9

            Parent Company    
                                                                  Note                 2012              2011            2010 

Bills payable - banks      P 131.7   P 95.2   P 28.0
Bills payable - others       322.2    280.0    260.4
Amortization on lease deposits   14     2.9    6.1    11.2
      
             P 456.8   P 381.3   P 299.6

DECEMBER 31, 2012, 2011 AND 2010
(Amounts in Millions of Philippine Pesos, Except Per Share Data,
Exchange Rates and As Indicated)
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13. ACCOUNTS PAYABLE AND OTHER LIABILITIES

  Accounts payable and other liabilities consist of the following:

  Group     Parent 
  Note   2012   2011   2012   2011 

Accounts payable  P  25.8     P  98.7      P   19.6      P  97.5
Accrued taxes and
 other expenses   29.2    19.0    29.2     19.0
Withholding taxes 
 payable   10.6    9.2    10.4     9.0 
Retirement benefit
 obligation  18   -    6.5  -    6.5
Other liabilities   47.0    18.9    40.3    12.2

     P 112.6    P 152.3      P 99.6      P  144.2

Management considers the carrying amounts of accounts payable and other liabilities recognized 
in the statements of financial position to be reasonable approximation of their fair values due to 
their short duration.

14. LEASE DEPOSITS 

This account represents deposits on:

  Group     Parent Company 
  2012   2011   2012   2011 

   
 Finance leases  P 3,127.6   P 2,381.9   P 3,127.6   P 2,381.9
 Operating leases   43.6    44.0    -     - 

     P 3,171.2   P 2,425.9   P 3,127.6   P 2,381.9

  
Interest expense on lease deposits accrued using the effective interest method in the Group’s 
financial statements amounted to P4.5, P12.0 and P36.9 in 2012, 2011 and 2010, respectively, 
and P2.9, P6.1 and P11.2 in 2012, 2011 and 2010, respectively, in the Parent Company 
financial statements (see Note 12).   These are included as part of Interest and Financing 
Charges under Operating Costs and Expenses in the Group and Parent Company statements of 
comprehensive income.

15. EQUITY

15.01 Capital Management Objectives, Policies and Procedures 

   The Group’s capital management objectives are:

a. To provide an adequate return to shareholders by pricing products commensurately with the 
level of risk; and

b. To ensure the Group’s ability to continue as a going concern.

The Group sets the amount of capital in proportion to its overall financing structure and the 
Group manages the capital structure and makes adjustments to it in the light of changes in 
economic conditions and the risk characteristics of the underlying assets.  In order to maintain or 
adjust the capital structure, the Group may adjust the amount of dividends paid to shareholders, 
return capital to shareholders, issue new shares, or sell assets to reduce debt.

The Group’s capital and overall financing as of December 31, 2012 and 2011 are 
shown below: 

      2012     2011  

  Total equity  P 4,634.3    P 4,361.0  
  Cash and cash equivalents (  69.4 ) (  87.7 )
 
  Net capital  P 4,564.9   P 4,273.3 

  Bills payable  P 12,697.0   P 10,582.6 
  Lease deposits   3,171.2    2,425.9 
  Total equity   4,634.3    4,361.0 

  Overall financing  P 20,502.5   P 17,369.5 

  Capital-to-overall financing ratio   1 : 4.49    1 : 4.06 

Under RA No. 8556 the Group is required to maintain the following capital requirements:

•	 Minimum paid-up capital of P10 million; and

•	 Additional capital requirements for each branch of P1 million for branches established in 
Metro Manila, P0.5 million for branches established in other classes of cities and P0.25 
million for branches established in municipalities.

As of December 31, 2012 and 2011, the Group is in compliance with this minimum paid-up 
capital requirement.
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15.02 Preferred Shares

The Parent Company has 200,000 authorized preferred shares at P100 par value a share with the 
following features:

a.  Issued serially in blocks of not less than 100,000 shares;
b.  No pre-emptive rights to any or all issues on other disposition of preferred 

shares;
c.  Entitled to cumulative dividends at a rate not higher than 20% yearly;
d.  Subject to call or with rights for their redemption, either mandatory at a fixed or 

determinable date after issue; and
e.  Nonvoting, except in cases expressly provided for by law.

 None of these authorized preferred shares are issued as of December 31, 2012 and 2011.

15.03 Common Shares

As of December 31, 2012 and 2011, out of the total authorized capital stock of 3,400,000,000 
common shares with par value of one peso per share, 2,225,169,030 common shares amounting 
to P2,225.2 are issued and outstanding.
  
On April 8, 2012, the BOD approved the declaration of cash dividends at P0.05 per share 
amounting to P108.1.  The dividends were declared in favor of stockholders of record as of May 
31, 2012 and were paid subsequently on June 27, 2012.

On December 7, 2011 and May 30, 2011, the BOD approved the declaration of 
cash dividends at P0.10 per share and P0.05 per share, respectively, amounting to 
P216.2 and P108.2 or for a total of P324.4 for the year.  The December 2011 and May 2011 
dividends were declared in favor of stockholders of record as of December 26, 2011 and June 14, 
2011, respectively.  As of December 31, 2011, the December 2011 dividends are still outstanding 
and is shown as Dividends Payable in the 2011 statement of financial position.  The said dividends 
were paid subsequently on January 18, 2012.

15.04 Track Record of Registration of Securities

On January 6, 1997, the Parent Company was listed with the PSE with 106,100,000 new 
additional common shares and 15,120,000 existing common shares with par value of P1 per 
share.  The listing was approved by the SEC in May 1996.  As of December 31, 2012 and 2011, 
the Parent Company’s number of shares registered totaled 2,225,169,030 with par value of P1 
per share and closed at a price of P2.00 and P1.61 per share, respectively.  The total number of 
stockholders is 1,199 and 1,227 as of December 31, 2012 and 2011, respectively. 

16. OTHER INCOME

This account is composed of the following:
   

                  Group         
       

         Notes     2012     2011     2010 

Dividend income   7    P  160.9   P  125.7   P  104.9
Gain on sale of property 
 and equipment and investment
 properties   9, 10      55.1     45.5     13.6
Fair value gains - net       2.6    0.5    1.9
Miscellaneous   9, 19     41.9    55.7    57.9
      

             P 260.5   P 227.4   P 178.3 
 
               Parent Company     
      

         Notes     2012     2011     2010  

Dividend income   7    P 160.9   P 125.7   P  104.9
Gain on sale of property 
 and equipment and investment
 properties   9, 10      51.5     40.4     12.4  
Fair value gains (losses) - net        1.5    (  0.8 )   (  0.6 )
Miscellaneous   9, 19     37.3    33.7    21.8 
       

             P 251.2    P 199.0   P 157.5  

Dividend income pertains to income earned for investments in SMC shares and First Gen shares 
(see Note 7).

Fair value gains (losses) – net represent the fair value gains on initial recognition of lease deposits 
(representing excess of principal amount over fair value of leased deposits), net of the fair value 
losses on initial recognition of the residual value receivables under finance lease.

In 2011, BDO Rental’s lease contract with a lessee was terminated earlier than the original term 
stated in the agreement.  BDO Rental recognized pretermination income amounting to P18.7 
arising from the said transaction and loss on disposal of the related asset amounting to P33.2.  The 
amount of pretermination income is included under Miscellaneous Income in the 2011 Group 
profit or loss in the statement of comprehensive income.  There was no similar transaction in 2012.
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17. LEASES 

 The Group’s finance lease contracts generally have lease terms ranging from 24 to 60 months.

In the ordinary course of business, the Group enters into various operating leases with lease terms 
ranging from 6 to 60 months.  Operating lease income presented under Rent account in the 
Group statements of comprehensive income for the years ended December 31, 2012, 2011 and 
2010 amounted to P229.7, P244.5 and P830.9, respectively. 

Future minimum rental receivables under operating leases follow:

            2012     2011     2010 

Within one year      P  71.1     P 123.9      P 138.8
After one year but not more
 than five years       289.1    39.3    159.5
      
             P 360.2    P 163.2      P 298.3

18. EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

18.01 Salaries and Employee Benefits Expense

Expenses recognized for salaries and employee benefits are presented below.

            2012     2011     2010 

Salaries and wages         P 97.8      P 85.3      P 70.0
Bonuses         30.9    31.0    22.6
Retirement – defined benefit plan       27.8    21.9    18.1
Social security costs       3.4    6.4    2.8
Other benefits       18.3    19.3    20.6
       
                P 178.2      P 163.9      P 134.1

 
18.02 Post-employment Benefits

The Parent Company maintains a wholly-funded, tax-qualified, noncontributory 
retirement plan that is being administered by a trustee bank covering all regular  
full-time employees.  Actuarial valuations are made annually to update the retirement benefit 
costs and the amount of contributions.

The amounts of retirement benefit asset presented under Other Assets (see Note 11) and the retirement 
benefit obligation presented as part Accounts Payable and Other Liabilities are determined as follows 
(see Note 13): 

     2012    2011 

  Present value of the obligation   P 162.3  P 135.5
  Fair value of plan assets  ( 163.1 ) (  65.9)
  Excess of asset (obligation)    0.8  (   69.6)   
  Unrecognized actuarial losses   61.1    63.1

  Retirement asset (liability)  P 61.9   ( P 6.5) 
   

The movements in the present value of the retirement benefit obligation recognized in the 
books follow:

      2012     2011  

  Balance at beginning of year   P 135.5  P 101.5
  Current service cost and interest cost    22.7     17.3 
  Actuarial losses    10.4     37.6 
  Settlement loss   -    3.1 
  Benefits paid by the plan  ( 6.3 ) (  24.0) 

  Balance at end of year   P 162.3   P 135.5

The movements in the fair value of plan assets are presented below.

      2012     2011  

  Balance at beginning of year  P 65.9  P 61.1
  Contributions paid into the plan    96.2     25.3 
  Benefits paid by the plan  ( 6.3)  (  24.0) 
  Actuarial gains     1.8     0.4 
  Expected return on plan assets   5.5    3.1 

  Balance at end of year   P 163.1    P 65.9 

   

The composition of the plan assets follows (in percentages):

      2012     2011  

  Deposits in other banks    46%    42%   
  Placements in debt instrument   35%    33%
  Unit investment trust funds   12%    15%
  Others    7%    10% 

        100%     100%

Actual return on plan assets amounted P7.3 in 2012, P3.4 in 2011 and P6.1 in 2010.
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The amounts of retirement benefits expense recognized in profit or loss follow: 
   

            2012     2011     2010  

Current service cost      P 14.1   P 8.9   P 8.7 
Interest cost       8.6    8.4    10.7 
Expected return on plan assets      ( 5.5)  (  3.1)  (  2.8)
Net actuarial losses       10.6    7.7    1.5 
      
             P 27.8    P 21.9    P 18.1 

  
Presented below are the historical information related to the present value of the obligation, fair value 
of plan assets and excess or deficit in the plan, as well as experience adjustments arising on plan assets 
and liabilities.

    2012   2011   2010   2009   2008 

Present value of the obligation P 162.3 P 135.5 P 101.5 P 115.3 P 86.3
Fair value of plan assets (  163.1) (  65.9) (  61.1) (  51.3) (          44.6  ) 

Excess (deficit) in the plan  P 0.8   (P 69.6 )  (P 40.4 )  (P 64.0 )  (P 41.7 )

     2012    2011 

 Experience adjustments arising
  on plan liabilities     P 9.0 P 45.5
 Experience adjustments arising
  on plan assets    1.8    0.3

In determining the retirement benefits, the following actuarial assumptions were used:
   

            2012     2011     2010  

Discount rates       5.62%     6.33%     8.25% 
Expected rate of return on plan assets     9.00%     5.00%     5.00% 
Expected rate of salary increases       9.45%     10.00%     10.00% 

        
For 2013, the Group expects to contribute P27.0 to the plan.

19. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS

The Group’s and Parent Company’s related parties include BDO Unibank, affiliates, key 
management personnel and the retirement benefit fund as described below.

The summary of the Group’s significant transactions with its related parties in 2012, 2011 and 
2010 are as follows:

                  Amount of Transaction  
    Related Party Category    Notes     2012     2011     2010 

Ultimate Parent Company 
 Interest income on savings 
  and demand deposits   (a)    P 0.3   P 0.8   P 4.7
 Interest expense on bills payable  (b)     98.3    86.7    0.5
 Rent expense   (d)     11.0    11.5    13.6
 Management fees   (e)     2.4    -     - 

Subsidiary
 Interest income on loans   (b)     0.7     0.7     0.8
 Service fees   (c)     8.4    9.9    18.0
 Rent income   (d)     0.4    0.4    0.5
 Management fees   (e)     0.4    0.8    -

Affiliate
 Professional fees   (f )     2.8    -     -

Key management personnel 
 Short-term benefits   (g)     57.7     44.7     26.2
 Post-employment benefits   (g)     17.0     13.2     8.3
 Advances to officer   (g)     1.7    -     -
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                   Outstanding Balance 
  Related Party Category   Notes    2012     2011 

 Parent Company    
  Savings and demand 
   deposits (a)       P  52.7        P   72.9   
 
  Bills payable (b)    6,731.7     2,488.1

 Key management personnel
  Advances to officer (g)    1.6    -  

 Retirement benefit fund   
  Loans to officers and 
   employees (h)    3.4      -    
  

 Loans to members and
   beneficiaries (h)    2.4    -
  Shares of stock (i)    0.9    -
   

(a) The Group maintains savings and demand deposit accounts with BDO Unibank.  As of December 
31, 2012 and 2011, savings and demand deposit accounts maintained with BDO Unibank are 
included under Cash and Cash Equivalents account in the statements of financial position (see 
Note 6).  Interest income earned on deposits in 2012, 2011 and 2010 is included under Interest 
and Discounts as part of Revenues in the statements of comprehensive income (see Note 8).  

(b) The Group obtain short-term, unsecured bills payable from BDO Unibank.  The amount 
outstanding from borrowings as of December 31, 2012 and 2011 is presented under Bills 
Payable account in the statements of financial position (see Note 12).  Interest expense 
incurred on these bills payable in 2012, 2011 and 2010 is included under Interest and 
financing charges account as part of Operating Costs and Expenses account in the statements 
of comprehensive income.  Also, the Parent Company grants short-term, unsecured loans to 
BDO Rental.  There is no outstanding balance arising from this transaction as of December 
31, 2012 and 2011.  Total interest income earned by the Parent Company on these loans in 
2012, 2011 and 2010 is included under Interest and Discounts as part of Revenues in the 
statements of comprehensive income (see Note 8).

(c) On January 4, 2010, the Parent Company and BDO Rental entered into a Service Agreement 
whereby BDO Rental will handle the collection of certain factored receivables of the Parent 
Company, for a fee as agreed by the Parent Company and the sellers of the factored receivables.  
Under the Service Agreement, BDO Rental shall perform the monitoring of the payment 
due dates of the factored receivables, remit to the Parent Company all collections made 
and send monthly statement of accounts to customers.  The related expense charged to the 
Parent Company based on the Service Agreement is included under Other Operating Costs 
and Expenses in the Parent Company’s statements of comprehensive income.  There are no 
outstanding intercompany payable and receivable from this transaction as of December 31, 
2012 and 2011.

(d) The Parent Company leases its head office premises and certain branch offices from BDO 
Unibank for terms ranging from one to five years, renewable for such period and under such 
terms and conditions as may be agreed upon with the Parent Company and BDO Unibank.  
Related rent expense incurred in 2012, 2011 and 2010 is presented as part of Occupancy and 
equipment-related expenses under Operating Costs and Expenses account in the statements 
of comprehensive income.  On the other hand, the Parent Company charges BDO Rental for 
the spaces that the latter occupies in the head office premises.  Rent charged to BDO Rental 
in 2012 and 2011 is presented as part of Other Income in the statements of comprehensive 
income.  There are no outstanding receivable and payable on these transactions as of the end 
of 2012 and 2011.

(e) In 2012, the Parent Company entered into a service level agreement with BDO Unibank 
wherein BDO Unibank will charge the Parent Company for certain management services 
that the former provides to the latter.  Management fees paid by the Parent Company to BDO 
Unibank is shown as part of Other Operating Costs and Expenses in the 2012 statement of 
comprehensive income.  Also, the Parent Company charges BDO Rental for the management 
services it renders to BDO Rental.  This is presented as part of Other Income in the 2012 
statement of comprehensive income of the Parent Company.  There are no outstanding 
receivable and payable on these transactions as of the end of 2012.

(f ) The Parent Company engaged the services of BDO Capital and Investment Corporation 
(BDO Capital), a wholly owned subsidiary of BDO Unibank for underwriting services 
related to the Parent Company’s issuance of bills payable in 2012.  Professional fees paid by 
the Parent Company to BDO Capital related to this transaction is included as part of Other 
Operating Costs and Expenses in the 2012 statement of comprehensive income.  There is no 
outstanding payable related on this transaction as of the end of 2012.

(g) Compensation of key management personnel (covering officer positions starting from 
Assistant Vice President and up) is included as part of Employee Benefits under Operating 
Costs and Expenses in the statements of comprehensive income of the Group and Parent 
Company.  Short-term employee benefits include salaries, paid annual leave and paid sick 
leave, profit sharing and bonuses, and non-monetary benefits.  The Group also incurred 
post-employment benefit expense related to key management personnel included as part 
of Employee Benefits under Operating Costs and Expenses.  The Group also granted cash 
advances to an officer in 2012.  
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(h) The Group maintains a retirement benefit fund with BDO Unibank covering all regular full-
time employees.  In the normal course of business, the retirement benefit fund grants salary 
and housing loans to certain officers and employees of the Parent Company, and members 
and beneficiaries of the fund who are also officers of the Parent Company.  The housing loans 
are secured by the mortgage on the property and bear interest at 9% per annum and have 
terms ranging from 13 to 20 years.  The salary loans on the other hand, are unsecured and 
bear interest ranging from 9% to 10% per annum and have terms ranging from 18 months 
to 3 years.   

(i) The retirement fund holds 442,750 shares of stock of BDOLFI as an investment, which has 
a market value of P2.00 per share as of December 31, 2012. 

20.  TAXES

20.01 Taxes and Licenses

This account is composed of the following:

                 Group         
            2012     2011     2010 

Gross receipts tax      P  62.8   P 52.2   P 57.7
Documentary stamp tax       60.9    51.3    36.9
Local taxes        10.5    13.4    13.4
Others           0.4     5.7    4.8
      
             P 134.6   P 122.6   P 112.8

      
               Parent Company   
            2012     2011     2010 

Gross receipts tax      P 62.8   P 52.2   P 57.7
Documentary stamp tax       60.4    51.2    36.5
Local taxes        8.5    7.7    6.6
Others           0.4     3.6    3.3
      
             P 132.1   P 114.7   P 104.1

20.02 Current and Deferred Taxes

The components of tax expense reported in other comprehensive income for the years ended 
December 31 follow:

                 Group      
            2012     2011     2010 

 Reported in profit or loss
 Current tax expense:
  Regular corporate income tax (RCIT)
   at 30%      P 166.1   P 88.8   P 83.4
  Final tax at 20%         0.1     0.2    0.8
             166.2     89.0    84.2

 Deferred tax expense (income)
  Deferred tax relating to
   origination and reversal of 
   temporary difference     (   53.6 ) (   8.2 )   15.7

           P 112.6   P 80.8   P 99.9

 Reported in other comprehensive income
 Deferred tax relating to
  origination of temporary difference    P  0.1   P  2.6   P  7.6

     
              Parent Company   
            2012     2011       2010 

 Reported in profit or loss
 Current tax expense:
  RCIT at 30%      P 156.6   P 88.8   P 70.1
  Final tax at 20%         0.1     0.1    0.4
             156.7     88.9    70.5

 Deferred tax expense (income)
  Deferred tax relating to
   origination and reversal of 
   temporary difference     (   60.9 ) (   8.8 )   18.1

           P 95.8   P 80.1   P 88.6

 Reported in other comprehensive income
 Deferred tax relating to
  origination of temporary difference    P  0.1   P  2.6   P  7.6
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A reconciliation of tax on pretax income computed at the applicable statutory rates to tax expense 
reported in the statements of comprehensive income follows:

                   Group      
            2012     2011     2010  

 Tax on pretax profit      P  154.5   P  115.4   P 122.6 
Adjustment for income subjected
    to lower tax rates     (  0.1 ) (  0.1 )  ( 0.6 )
Tax effects of:
 Non-deductible expense       3.9    4.5    8.4 
 Non-taxable income     (  45.7 ) (  39.0 ) (  34.1 )
 Non-deductible interest expense      -     -     3.6 

Tax expense reported in profit or loss    P 112.6   P 80.8   P 99.9 

              Parent Company   
            2011     2011     2010  

Tax on pretax profit      P 137.8   P 116.6   P 118.5  
Adjustment for income subjected 
    to lower tax rates       -     -    ( 0.4 ) 
Tax effects of:
 Non-deductible expense       3.4    2.1    0.2  
 Non-taxable income     (  45.4 ) (  38.6 )   (               33.3 ) 
 Non-deductible interest expense      -     -                        3.6  

Tax expense reported in profit or loss    P 95.8   P 80.1   P 88.6  

 

The components of net deferred tax liabilities as of December 31, 2012 and 2011 follow:

   Statement of Financial Position 
  Group     Parent Company 

  2012   2011   2012   2011 
   

 Deferred tax assets:
  Allowance for 
   impairment on:
    Loans     P 87.7     P 82.8      P 87.7    P 82.8
    Investment properties   41.9    27.8    41.9    27.8
    Accounts receivable   1.0    2.0    1.0    2.0
  Net operating loss 
   carryover (NOLCO)   -      7.2    -     - 
  Retirement benefit obligation     1.1    0.8    1.1    0.8
  Others      0.6       0.6       0.6       0.6

         132.3       121.2       132.3       114.0
  
 Deferred tax liabilities:
  Lease income differential   148.6    191.8    148.6    191.8 
  Unrealized fair value gain 
   on available-for-sale                
   financial assets   10.1    10.2    10.1    10.2
  Unrealized gain on 
   exchange of assets   1.6    1.6    1.6    1.6 
  Others      0.7       0.1        0.6       0.1
 
         161.0      203.7       160.9       203.7 
     
 Net deferred tax liabilities     P 28.7     P 82.5      P 28.6      P 89.7 
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The components of deferred tax expense (income) in profit and loss and in other comprehensive 
income for the years ended December 31, 2012, 2011 and 2010 follow:

                   Group      
            2012     2011             2010 
In profit or loss:

 Deferred tax assets:
  Allowance for impairment on: 
   Loans and discounts         P               4.9      P            14.6    P 15.5  
   Investment properties                     14.1                      6.6                    4.8 
   Accounts receivable        (               1.0)   (                 0.1)     (       0.5)
  NOLCO       (                7.2)     -               -
  Retirement benefit obligation                       0.3     (                 1.0)     (           0.3)
 
                            11.1                 20.1                  19.5 

 Deferred tax liabilities:
  Lease income differential         (             43.1)                  11.8                  35.3 

 Others                           0.6                     0.1      (              0.1 )

              (              42.5)                   11.9                   35.2 

 Net deferred tax expense (income)       ( P         53.6)     (P           8.2)     P 15.7 
 
                        Parent Company    
            2012     2011            2010 
In profit or loss:

 Deferred tax assets:
  Allowance for impairment on: 
   Loans and discounts         P       4.9       P  14.6      P 15.5  
   Investment properties            14.1     6.6     4.8 
   Accounts receivable        (               1.0)     (                0.)    (        0.5)
  Retirement benefit obligation              0.3      (        1.0)    (                0.3)
  
                  18.3           20.1     19.5 

 Deferred tax liabilities:
  Lease income differential       (               43.1)                  11.3                  37.7 

 Others                0.5    -      (                0.1)

             (     42.6 )        11.3      37.6 

 Net deferred tax expense (income)     ( P      60.9 )     ( P        8.8)     P 18.1 

    

                    Group and Parent Company 
      2012     2011 

  In other comprehensive income:

 Deferred tax liability on 
  unrealized fair value gains on
  available-for-sale financial assets  P 0.1 P 2.6   

          

BDORI was able to apply in full the NOLCO it incurred against its taxable income in 2012 
amounting to P24.3.  The related deferred tax asset amounted to P7.2.

20.03 Supplementary Information Required Under Revenue Regulations 
(RR) 15-2010 and 19-2011

The Bureau of Internal Revenue issued Revenue Regulations 15-2010 and 19-2011 which required 
certain supplementary information to be disclosed as part of the notes to financial statements.  
The supplementary information is, however, not a required part of the basic financial statements 
prepared in accordance with Philippine Financial Reporting Standards; it is neither a required 
disclosure under the Philippine Securities and Exchange Commission rules and regulations 
covering the form and content of financial statements under Securities Regulation Code Rule 68, 
as amended.

The Parent Company presented this tax information required by the BIR as a supplementary 
schedule filed separately from the basic financial statements.

21. EARNINGS PER SHARE

  Basic earnings per share were computed as follows:
  

                     Group         
 
            2012     2011     2010 

Net profit       P 402.3   P 303.7   P 308.7
Divided by the weighted average number
 of outstanding common shares – net*       2,162     2,162    2,162
      
Basic earnings per share      P 0.19   P 0.14   P 0.14
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Elmer J. Cruz 

Angelo L.  Calingo 

PROVINCIAL MARKETING TEAM

Admin. 

Sheryl G. Calamiong

LUZON 1 TEAM

DAGUPAN  BRANCH

Section Head

Jayson R. Coquia

Account 

Randi T. Melchor

Lito T. Ocampo

Alejandro T. Simon Jr.

Joeven Y. Handig

Richard C.  Grande

Allan S. Agustin

Arturo H. Najorra

PAMPANGA BRANCH

Section Head

Rommel I. Paguio

Account 

Celso A. Garcia

Ramon C. Navarro

Daphne Y. Gomez

Lalaine G.  Maiztegui 

LUZON 2 TEAM

SOUTH LUZON

Rhodora S. Javier

Wilfredo R. Capuz

SAN PABLO BRANCH

Dave Rodney C. Saguin

CAVITE BRANCH

Account 

Jovenal N. Jose

Edmund V. Barbonio

Merlyn C. Mangoba

SPECIAL PROJECT & MARKETING
COMMUNICATIONS

Cristina S. Herrera

IT DEVELOPMENT & OPERATIONS 

TEAM

Honorato M. Gonzales

Rodrigo M. Romero

Maylyn  P. Britanico

Jericho R. Aragon

HR, FACILITIES & ADMIN, 

PROCUREMENT TEAM
Carlos M. Andaya

Razel V. Clemente

TREASURY  TEAM

Lawrence S. Sanchez

Scandutch Theresa D. Macainag

 VISMIN TEAM

CEBU BRANCH

Account 

Jennifer  T. Gulane

Giovanni   P. Capawa

DAVAO BRANCH

Account 

Ma.Cheryl D. Magdamo

Arthur M. Gonzales

CAGAYAN DE ORO BRANCH

Account 

Pepito C. Dumaluan

Beniver P. Garcia

ILOILO BRANCH

Account 

Jose Edmund T. Abapo

Dolhmeir P. Bayona

METRO MANILA

MARKETING TEAM

Account 

Randy P. Borbe

Thyrza M. Flores

Carolyn Q. Arceo

Vanessa Joyce C. Benavidez

Evelyn I. Pangan

Kristell R. Del Valle

Joan Marie D. Padua

Rethel Anne C. Lopez-Uy

Amado M. Torres, Jr.

Beverly D. Garcia

Jeremie B.Ador

Rey Francis E. Ato

Jan Jerico D. Obra

Joyce R. Lacsinto

Roberto H. Evangelista

Ma. Arvida F. Pinga

Vernie C. Dela Cruz

Jimelee P. Buatis

Christine R.  Chua

Julienel E. Teodoro

Jocelyn B. Belgira

DEPARTMENT OFFICERS

PROCESSING TEAM

Marcelino C. Obmaces

Dawn Lourdes C. Valles

Albert A. Estrella, Jr.

Cherry Ann R. Andaya

COMPTROLLER-LOANS 

ADMINISTRATION TEAM

Jaime M. Laguardia

Merpha  K. Monzales

Ronald C. Bernal

Irish Lou M. Santiago

Philip Fritz T. Guerrero

Fritzie T.  Ocampo

GENERAL  AND  SUBSIDIARIES 

ACCOUNTING

Romell A.  Gamboa

Vivian D. Miranda

COLLECTION  TEAM

Manolo O. Diaz

Christopher A. Rivera

Jose Ramon Benjamin T. Roxas

RECONCILIATION, FINANCIAL, & 

REGULATORY REPORTING TEAM

Cecilia L. Naranjo

Ann Marie S. Castillo

Janice Marie S. Decena

MIS, BUDGET & OPERATIONS 

CONTROL TEAM

 Ma. Lourdes M. Espinosa

Norliza L. Santos

POLICY, ANALYTICS AND 
MONITORING TEAM

Francis G.  Rivera

Myla R. Ariola

COMPLIANCE  TEAM

Ernesto V. Aguilar Jr.

Analyn V. Mirandilla
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PRODUCTS For your asset acquisition and 

working capital requirements, 

BDO Leasing provides you these 

customized financing solutions, 

enabling you to run your business 

your way.

LEASING

This is an agreement where BDO 

Leasing, as the lessor/ owner, 

grants the use of an asset to you, as 

the client, for a fee for a specified 

period of time.

You don’t need to pay cash for 

your much-needed equipment nor 

take on a loan to finance it as BDO 

Leasing gives the alternative that 

guarantees minimal capital outlay.

Choose from two types of leases:

Finance Lease

A source of medium term financing 

for the acquisition of capital 

equipment and is ideal if you 

plan to keep the asset up to the 

end of the term.  With just a low 

upfront cost, you can use the 

 asset immediately.

Operating Lease

If you wish to simply pay for the 

use of the equipment and not its 

ownership, you can use this type 

of lease.  This is commonly used to 

acquire equipment on a short-term 

basis. At the end of the term, simply 

return the equipment to us, extend 

the lease for another term or you 

may also purchase it at its Fair 

Market Value (FMV).

Our lease offerings provide you 

these	benefits:

• Preserves your cash or credit 

line for your working capital

• Low initial cash-out

• Higher amount financed

• No chattel mortgage fees

• Tax-timing benefits

• No collateral is required other 

than the leased equipment

• Better cash flow management 

by turning upfront costs into 

affordable monthly payments

AMORTIZED COMMERCIAL 

LOAN (ACL)

BDO Leasing’s Amortized 

Commercial Loan facility allows 

your business to acquire your 

much-needed equipment through 

mortgage of collateral, either in the 

form of real estate or equipment.

With ACL, you can meet your 

business capital acquisition 

requirement at affordable 

cost, plus it gives you these 

other benefits:

• Higher loan values

• Minimal cash outlay

• Medium-term financing with 

flexible payment terms

• Ownership of the equipment 

stays with the borrower/ client

INSTALLMENT PAPER 

PURCHASE (IPP)

When you are in need of 

immediate cash as additional 

working capital or simply to  

meet your various business 

requirements, BDO Leasing 

helps  you generate  the ready 

cash you need via its Installment 

 Paper Purchase.

With IPP, BDO Leasing helps your 

business generate cash through 

the sale of your existing installment 

sales receivables on a discounted 

basis.

Benefits	for	your	business:

• Convert tied-up capital into 

instant cash which you can use 

for your business needs

• Preserve cash and credit lines 

for your operating needs

• Enjoy tax savings as the 

interest expense is an allowable 

deduction from your taxable 

income

FACTORING OF RECEIVABLES

A financial product that enables 

companies to obtain immediate 

cash by selling local trade 

receivables to BDO Leasing.  

Factoring is a good alternative for 

short-term financing and enables 

your business to work at its full 

capacity with the immediate funds 

generated from it.

Enjoy	 these	 benefits	 when	 you	

Factor your Receivables:

• Instant cash

• BDO Leasing advances 

up to 80% of the value of 

invoices

• Immediate working capital

• to purchase new stocks 

and meet new orders

•  be able to negotiate 

better discounts for 

cash purchases

• take advantage of new 

business opportunities

• No collateral required

• BDO Leasing’s experienced 

sales team will do the collection 

for you

FLOORSTOCK FINANCING

BDO Leasing provides a revolving 

short-term credit and financing 

facility mainly to vehicles and 

transport dealers in order to 

finance their purchase of inventory 

assets, mainly motor vehicles, 

trucks, and heavy equipment, 

from manufacturers. 

Floorstock Financing will ensure 

that you, as the client/ dealer, 

has inventory in place when sales 

opportunities arise, without having 

to self-finance the purchase.

Enjoy	 these	 benefits	 with	

Floorstock Financing

• Immediate working capital

• Desired inventory level will 

be met

• Low cost financing 
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BRANCH
DIRECTORY

HEAD OFFICE

BDO Leasing Centre, Corinthian Gardens,

Ortigas Avenue, Quezon City

(02)635-6416

Fax Nos. 635-3898, 633-7721, 633-7736, 635-6453

PACIFIC STAR BUILDING

Ground Floor, Pacific Star Bldg., Sen. Gil Puyat Ave.,Makati City

(02)840-7000 loc 36346/65143

Fax No. (02) 856-7581

DAGUPAN BRANCH

2nd Floor, BDO Building, A.B. Fernandez Avenue,

Dagupan City, Pangasinan 2400

(02)702-6000 loc 52152/52754

(075)515-3094

Fax No. (075) 522-2549

SAN PABLO BRANCH

3rd Floor BDO Building Rizal Street corner P.

Alcantara St. San Pablo City, Laguna

(02)702-6000 loc 52195

(049)562-4786

Fax No. (049)562-4789

CAVITE BRANCH

2nd Floor BDO Building, Dasma Technopark

Paliparan 1, Dasmariñas Cavite

(02)702-6000 loc 39664/39656

(046)852-2057

Telefax No.(02)529-8121

PAMPANGA BRANCH

2nd Floor, Palm Building, Mc Arthur Hi-way,

Sindalan, City of San Fernando Pampanga

(02)702-6000 loc 52168

(045)861-4112

Fax No.(045)-636-4279

CEBU BRANCH

3rd   Floor, BDO Building, Gorordo Avenue,Cebu City

(02)702-6000 loc 52046/52164/52717

(032)232-6397

Fax No.(032)231-6282

DAVAO BRANCH

2nd Floor, BDO Davao Regional Office, 383 C.M.

Recto Avenue, Davao City

(02)702-6000 loc.52165/52725

(082)222-3500

Fax No. (082)226-2851

ILOILO BRANCH

2nd Floor, BDO Corporate Center, BDO Valeria Branch,

Valeria Street, Iloilo City

(02)702-6000 loc.52708

(033) 337-8107

Fax No. (033) 335-0127

CAGAYAN DE ORO BRANCH

2nd Floor, BDO Lapasan, Lapasan Hi-Way, Cagayan

De Oro City

(02)702-6000 loc.39803/52005

(088) 856-3255

Fax No.(088)231-4478
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